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ENERGY SECTOR MANAGEMENT ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

PURPOSE

The World BankAJNDP/Bialteral Aid Energy Sector Management Assistance Program (ESMAP)
was launched In 1983 to complement the Energy Assessment Program which had been established
three years earlier. The Assessment Program was designed to Identifv the most serious energy
problems facing some 7O developing countries and to propose remedial action. ESNAP was
conceived, In part, as a preinvestment facility to help implement recommendations made during
the course of assessment, Today ESMAP Is carrying out prelnvestment and prefeasIbi I ity
activities in about 60 countries and Is providing a wide range of Institutional and policy
advice. The program plays a significant role in the overall International effort to provide
technical assistance to the snergy sector of developing countries, It attempts to strengthen
the impact of bilateral and multi lateral resources and private sector investment. The
findings and recommendations emerging from ESMAP country activities provide governments,
donors, and potential Investors with the information needed to Identify economically and
environmental Iy sound energy projects and to accelerate their preparation and
implementation. ESMAP's polIcy and research work analyzing cross-country trends and Issues In
specific energy subsectors make an important contribution in highlighting critical problems
and suggesting solutions.

ESMAP's operational activities are managed by three units within the Energy Strategy
Management and Assessment Division of the Industry and Energy Department at the World Bank.

- The Energy Efficiency and Strategy Unit engages In energy assessments addressing
institutional, financial, and policy Issues, design of sector strategies, the
strengthening of energy sector enterprises and sector management, the defining of
investment programs, efficiency Improvements In energy supply, and energy use,
training and research.

- The Household and Renewable Energy Unit addresses technical, economic, financial,
institutional and policy Issues In the areas of energy use by urban and rural
households and small industries, and Includes t radCtional and modern fuel supplies,
prefeasibility studies, pilot activities, technology assessments, seminars and
workshops, and policy and research work.

- The Natural Gas Development Unit addresses gas Issues and promotes the development
and use of natural gas in developing countries through preinvestment work,
formulating natural gas development and related environmntal strategies, and
research,

FUNDING

The ESMAP Program Is a major International effort supported by the World Sank, the
United Nations Development Programme, and Bliateral Aid from a number of countries Including
Australia, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Finland, France, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Japan, the
Netherlands, New Zealand, Norway, Portugal, Sweden, Switzerland, the UnIted Kingdom, and the
United States.

FURTHER INFORMATION

For further Information or copies of the completed ESMAP reports listed at the end
of this document, contact:

Energy Strategy Management OR Division for Global and Interregional
and Assessment Division Programmes

Industry and Energy Department United Nations Development Programe
The World Bank One United Nations Plaza
1818 H Street N.W. New York, NY 10017
Washington, D.C. USA 20433 USA
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ACRONYM

AfDB African Development Bank
DGE Direc9io-Geral de Energia
DGREH Direc;io-Geral de Recursos HidrAulicos
DICOL Distribuidora de Combustiveis e Lubrificantes
EAGB Electricidade e Aguas da Guin6 Bissau
EdF Electricit& de France
ESNAP UNDP/World Bank Energy Sector Management Assistance Program
GNP Gross National Product
IDA International Development Association
IFAD International Fund for Agricultural Development
IMF International Monetary Fund
MRNI Ministerio dos Recursos Naturais e Indu'stria
OECD Organization of Economic Cooperation and Development
SdI Societe GAn6rale pour l'industrie
UNDP United Nations Development Programme
MUV World Banik Unit Value Index of Manufacturing

Exports from five industrialized countries

CURRBECY COUVERSIO

Currency Units: Guinea-Bissau Peso (PG)
US$1.00 = PG2,000 (Official Rate Nov. 1989)
US$1.00 PG2,700 (Parallel Market Nov. 1989)

Average 1984 US$1.00 = PG100
1985 US$1.00 - PG160
1986 US$1.00 - PC200
1987 US$1.00 = PG650
1988 US$1.00 = PG1200
1989 US$1.00 - PG1600

ABBREVIATIONS

kWh kilowatt-hour
MWh Megawatt-hour (thousands of kWh)
GWh Gigawatt-hour (millions of kWh)
kW kilowatt
MW Megawatt (thousands of kW)
MWe thousands of electrical kilowatts
kVA kilovolt-amps
kX thousands of volts
m cubic meter
km kilometer
pf power factor
TBO Time between overhaul
1 litre
8 gram
PVC Polyvinyl chloride
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The following report outlines the general situation of the electric
power and water supply subsectors of Guinea-Bissau and discusses options for
strengthening their management.

The report was prepared by the joint UNDP/World Bank/Bilateral Aid
Energy Sector Management Assistance Program (ESMAP) and is based upon the
findings of missions that visited Bissau in March 1988, October 1988, February
1989 and Oct 1989. 1/ The mission members would like to express their sincere
appreciation for the cooperation and hospitality displayed by the Government
of Guinea-Bissau, UNDP, and the bilateral donor agencies consulted.

Funding for the report was largely provided by the Government of
Sweden through a bilateral contribution to ESMAP, and supplemented by
contributions from the Government of France and the World Bank.

Of the management options studied, the report tends to favor
structuring the subsectors in partnership with an international utility. The
Government agreed that this would result in improved efficiency, but opted for
management through technical assistance in order to retain full control over
these basic public services. A subsequent and ongoing ESMAP activity, which
is being performed jointly with the French Ministry of Cooperation, is
designed to assist the Government in implementing the zost effective
management possible through technical assistance.

1/ The mission members were Messrs Paul Nickson, power system specialist,
ESMAP; Dileep Wagle, economist, World Bank; Rene Mendonca, power engineer,
ESNAP; and John Davis, financial analyst, consultant. This report was
prepared by Mr Nickson under advice from Mr Alastair McKechnie, energy
economist, World Bank. Considerable assistance was also rece&ved from
Mr Julien Joo' of the French Ministry of Cooperation.
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I. SUNMMaY

1.01 This paper outlines four alternatives for management of the electric
power and water supply subsectors of Guinea-Bissau, and discusses the
advantages and disadvantages of each. These alternatives are:

(a) management as a joint venture between the Government and a
qualified international partner;

(b) granting operational concessions to private firms for electricity
and water supply;

(c) management through performance-based contracts with international
organizations; and

(d) management with qualified technical assistance on a fixed-fee
basis.

1.02 The report tends to favor the first option of having these subsectors
managed under a partnership arranSement. This is due to the expected benefits
resulting from increased autonomy, whereby both the Government and the
international partner have clearly defined responsibilities for decision-
making processes, and partake in the risks and rewards of the outcomes.

1.03 The Government, while acknowledging that the first option would result
in improved efficiency, expressed concern that it might result in less
transfer of technology or management skills. Purthermore, the Government
believes that electric power and water supply are eminent social services
which should be fully under the control of the State, and has opted for a
varient of the last alternative, at least for the next two years. In October
1989, a new expatriate management assistance contract for the national power
and water utility, EAGB, was commenced with funding provided by France and
supplemented by UNDP. The contract is for two years with an option to renew
for an additional two years.

1.04 A subsequent and ongoing ESMAP activity was then agreed upon to assist
the Government in implementing the selected managerial assistance
alternative. At an energy sector donors conference sponsored by ESMAP in
November 1989, agreement was reached upon the basic structure of the
subsectors for the duration of the contract. Further details are provided in
Chapter VI.

1.05 The expected benefits and drawbacks of the above alternatives are
outlined in this report, which is intended to assist the Government in
managing and evaluating technical assistance for monopoly public services.



Difficulty of Effective Management

1.06 While EAGB is a small utility by international standards, this does not
mean it is easy to manage. A number of formidable constraints have impeded
effective management in the past, and will probably continue to do so in the
future. Some of these are discussed in the following paragraphs.

1.07 Shortage of Skilled Technicians. There is only one high school in
Bissau and no accredited technical schools. As a result, managers must spend
inordinate amounts of time working with and training employees to enable them
to adequately perform their functions.

1.08 Foreian Exchange Restrictions. Operation of an electric utility in a
developing country requires considerable amounts of foreign exchange for spare
parts for generators, diesels, vehicles, and distribution equipment. In Guinea-
Bissau economic difficulties have made foreign exchange and letters of credit
difficult to obtain, consequently restricting availability of spare parts and
reducing the reliability of equipment ior electricity and water service.

1.09 Diesel Fuel Shortages. During the past few years in Guinea-Bissau,
there have been chronic shortages of diesel fuel, which is used for all
electricity generation in the country. The diesel fuel shortages are attribut-
able to rational economic difficulties and EAGB's financial arrears in paying
for fuel already consumed.

1.10 Autonomy from Government. EAGB has been restricted in recruiting and
retaining qualified staff due to central Government personnel policies.
Experience in many countries has shown that well-managed water and electric
utilities have some freedom from national government administrative policies
for hiring of staff and payment of salaries and benefits.

1.11 Financial Restrictions. About forty percent of electricity sales in
Guinea-Bissau are to the central Government and an additional twenty percent to
Government organizations. These have either not been paying for electricity
and water services, or have been paying up to several years late. This has had
a detrimental effect on EAGB's financial situation, which is compounded by the
fact that a significant proportion of customers who do pay promptly are on a
subsidized tariff which is below cost.

1.12 Donor Community Coordination Problems. Some capital expansion projects
for water supply and electricity were financed through preferential or grant
financing, which was tied to certain conditions or particular equipment. The
Government has consequently sometimes acquired equipment which may not be
technically coordinated or optimal for the required usage.



Need for Managerial Assistance

1.13 Technical Assistance. Traditional technical assistance for the electric
power and water supply subsectors of Guinea-Bissau has not achieved expected
results. In 1987 and 1988 there were four expatriate advisors working with
EAGB. Considering the small size of this utility, four advisors should have
had a major, positive impact. Yet this was not the case principally for four
reasons:- one, they were not in positions to have a sufficient overview of the
managerial and financial requirements of the utility; two, their professional
advice was not always judged appropriate by local management; three,
recommended spare parts were not always acquired; and four, cultural and
language difficulties impeded their effectiveness.

1.14 Productivity of technical assistance can be maximized by delegation of
authority and responsibility. This is not commonly done in the utility
industries, since Governments generally do not want foreigners controlling
basic services. While the short-term productivity of the technical assistance
may be improved by delegation of authority, it is not clear if the transfer of
knowledge and experience is improved in the long-run.

1.15 In the case of electric power and water supply in Guinea-Bissau,
adequate and reliable service is required for national economic development,
and the first priority is getting EAGB in condition to satisfy the needs of
productive sectors of the economy. The Government has decided to to this by
placing experienced experts in key positions of responsibility to implement
modern and efficient management policies and procedures.

1.16 Investment Financing. The electric power and water supply subsectors
have reportedly received grant and preferential financing over the past ten
years in an amount equivalent to about 15 to 202 of present national external
debt. The magnitude of this investment indicates the importance to the
national economy of good management of these subsectors.

1.17 Furthermore, difficulties in achieving effective project design and
management have resulted in less than optimal investment of some of these
funds.

Management Alternatives

1.18 Operational Partnership. This study tends to favor the first
alternative, which is for operation and management of the electric power and
water supply subsectors as a joint venture between the Government and an
experienced international organization. This involves creating a new company
to be fully responsible for day-to-day management, operation and maint-
enance. RAGB would then cease to exist as an operational utility and would
remain only as owner of physical assets and long-term debt and liabilities.
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1.19 The new operational company would be incorporated under the laws of
Guinea-Bissau and be effectively a partnership between the internationel
organization and the Government. Fifty percent of the shares of the new
company would be held by the Government and fifty percent by the international
organization. The Government and the international organization would each
appoint the same number of persons to the Board of Directors, however in the
case of a tie vote, the Chairman, who would be appointed by the Government,
would decide. The statutes of the company would clearly define the
responsibilities of the principal shareholders and grant operational authority
to the international shareholder.

1.20 Initial capital would be provided proportionally by the shareholders
and profits and losses from operations would be divided between them. Tariffs
would be established through consultation with potential international
partners. Tariffs would be sufficient to cover the direct costs of operation
as well as contribute toward invested capital

1.21 Operational Concession. This involves having a private firm being
fully responsible for the operation and maintenance of the systems as well as
paying all expenses and receiving its remuneration f-:om billing customers.
The Government would retain ownership of assets and be responsible for
providing capital required for expansion.

1.22 This option is similar to the partnership in that it involves having an
independent firm assume responsibility for management, operation, and maint-
enance of the subsectors. However, under the recommended partnership arrange-
ment, the Government and international partner would snare equally the risks
and benefits of the operation. Under the concession system, the operator is
fully responsible for the risks and rewards of the operation (although some
profits are shared witn the Government through the tax system). Control under
the concession system is more in the hands of the private firm, while under
.he partnership arrangement it is jointly shared with the Government.

1.23 The concession alternative fully transfers responsibility and risk of
operation and management from the Government to a private organization.
However, in order to be effective the Government must relinquish considerable
control of these basic services to private interests, which would probably be
largely comprised of overseas capital.

1.24 Performance-based Management Contract This involves contracting a
consulting or international utility organization to provide specialized
managers and technicians as required to be responsible for the operation and
maintenance of the systems. The contract would incorporate specific
performance targets and provide for financial bonuses or penalties for early
or late achievement. Possible performance targets include, amongst others:-
meeting maximum demand; delivering specific amounts of electricity to
customers; maintaining availability of supply on certain circuits; achieving
efficient diesel plant fuel consumption levels; reducing losses; improving
accounts receivable levels; training of employees; and replacing expatriate
staff by national staff.



1.25 A performance-based contract appears difficult to prepare, negotiate
and administer. Also, another problem with this type of contract is that the
Government is still quite involved in the operation of the system and non-
performance of targets can lead to disputes over responsibility. For example,
availability of supply or diesel plant efficiency rates may be improved by
increasing investment levels, and the Government may not be able or willing to
do so. The contractor may then claim exemption from this performance target.
Furthermore it is difficult to judge if national staff are sufficiently trained
to take over expatriate positions on the dates contractually specified.

1.26 Expatriate Managers. Provision of expatriate managers on a fixed-fee
basis is the easiest contract to write, finance and administer. The Government
requests certain qualified specialists an needed to fulfill specific positions
for periods of time. The individuals have contractual terms of reference, such
as training of local staff or improving collections, and non-performance is
basis for cancellation of the contract. As mentioned in paragraph 1.03, the
Government has elected for this option for the period October 1989 to August
1991.

1.27 Experience with this type of contract for public utilities in Africa,
indicates that they are not always successful. It is difficult to determine if
the expatriates are adequately meeting their contractual requirements; the
Government still retains complete control of the utility and is consequently
still obliged to make certain concessions to meet political obligations; and
the expatriate experts may make themselves indispensable in order to have
their contracts renewed.

The Operational Partnership System

1.28 Basic Features. This requires astablishment of a new company as a
joint venture between the Government and an experienced imternational
operator, to fully manage, operate and maintain the electric power and water
supply systems. The company would be 50% owned by the Government, however its
statutes would give the international shareholder clear responsibility for
normal management and operation. Operations would be confined initially to
the City of Bissau, and after two to three years, extended to include rural
villages.

1.29 The new company would derive its revenue from billing and collection
from customers, which would be used for all operational expenses, such as:-
diesel fuel, diesel lubricants, diesel-generator maintenance, pumping station
raintenance, reservoir maintenance, water treatment chemicals, employee
salaries and benefits, routine spare parts, vehicle purchase and maintenance,
purchase of tools, expatriate salaries, taxes and profits.

1.30 The Government would remain owner of EAGB and all physical plant and
equipment. The Government would also be risponsibile for providing capital
for new generation plants, pumping stations, purification plants, substations,
transmission lines, medium voltage distribution lines, transformers, and water
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distribution circuits. Low voltage distribution lines, electricity and water
meters and connection costs would generally be financed through direct
customer contributions. However, they would become property of the
Government. The Government would pay for major diesel electric generator
overhauls, increasing capacity of distribution circuits and transformers, and
catastrophic maintenance expenses when shown not to be the fault of the
operating company.

1.31 Division of Responsibility. The statutes of the new company would
clearly define the division of responsibility between the two partners or
shareholders. The chairman or president of the new company would be appointed
by the Government and would have responsibility for presiding over the board
of directors (or administrative council). The board of directors would meet
periodically and have responsibility for matters such as:- appointment of
auditors; payment of cash dividends; approval of contracts over a certain
amount; approval of tariff increase requests; approval of capital expansion
plans to be submitted to the Government for financing; etc. However during
the first seven years of existence, the general manager and all senior
managers would be appointed by the international partner, who would also have
full responsibility for operational matters such as:- selection of staff;
salaries and benefits; use of expatriate experts; training; operational
procedures; acquisition of spare parts, tools and vehicles; equipment
maintenance; general administration; financial management and accounting;
customer invoicing and collections; suspension of service; metering;
engineering; and new customer connection policies.

1.32 After the first seven years, appointment of the general manager and
senior managers would become the responsibility of the board of directors, and
the international shares would relinquish any special privileges attached to
them. At that time, these shares would also be eligible for sale to any inter-
ested parties, with the Government having first option for their purchase.

1.33 Timing of Implementation. The new company would initially be
responsible for the operations presently performed by EAGB as well as water
pumping. This encompasses electricity generation, operation of deep water
wells, and electricity and water distribution in the area of the City of
Bissau. After two years, the new company would take over electricity and
water operations in region of Bafata, and after three years, the company would
be responsible for all electricity and water supply in Guinea-Bissau. Since
operation of isolated electric and water systems is more expensive, some
tariff differential may be required in rural areas.

1.34 Expatriate Staff and Training. The statutes of the new company would
initially give the international shareholder control over staffing. However,
there would be a strong financial inducement to replace expatriate staff as
soon as possible by nationals. Expatriate staff is presently more than one
hundred times more expensive than local staff and the incentive to minimize
their use is considerable. The statutes of the new company would require the
international shareholder to use national staff when qualified persons are
available. The new company would tend to train local staff to the economically
optimal level that is necessary for them to perform their jobs, and the
statutes would not contain clauses regarding training. Under the traditional
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management contract, the supplier of expatriate personnel is financially
encouraged not to train local staff, since to do so would eliminate the need
for the technical assistance from which profit is derived.

1.35 Tariffs. Tariffs would be established through a competitive bidding or
consultative process between prequalified potential foreign partners or groups
of partners. Preliminary calculations indicate that with the operational
partnership, electricity tariffs should increase by a modest amount. However,
water tariffs would require a more significant increase if they are not to
continue being subsidized by electricity consumers, as is now the case. It
appears that water tariffs should be increased by about two times just to
cover the cost of water distribution and electricity for pumping. This does
not include the cost of installing or maintaining the pumping and purification
stations.

1.36 Under the proposed operational partnership there is a financial
incentive to meter water usage, particularly for those consumers who appear to
exceed their estimated level used for billing. At present, most water
cus5omers do not have meters and are invoiced assuming a fixed consumption of
5'm per month.

1.37 The electricity operations are a far greater proportion of EAGB's
operations than water supply. Electricity sales could cover operating costs
with modest increases in real tariff levels, providing sufficient diesel fuel
and spare parts are available to enable about 16GWh to be sold. This level of
sales occurred in 1983, was reached again in 1988, and is expected to be
exceeded in 1989. There is presently high inflation in Guinea-Bissau and
during the past two years, electricity prices have been increased on average
every six months.

1.38 The proposed tariff system would contain a surcharge which would be
forwarded directly to the Government to contribute towards the cost of using
the existing assets. The surcharge would be collected by the company and
forwarded directly to the Government. It represents funds required by the
Government for, inter alia, debt service on existing loans of the subsectors.
The amount of the charge would be established by the Government. The base
tariff is the component that would be established through consultation with
potential partners or through competitive bidding and represents what is
required by the company to pay for all operational expenses, including fuel,
maintenance, expatriate and national staff, and profits.

1.39 Tariff Subsidies. The Government believes that any substantial
increase in domestic rates will reduce consumption, since households will
revert to traditional forms of lighting, with the consequence of additional
deforestation and increased kerosene imports. Any substantial increase in
industrial rates might further encourage autogeneration, with the consequence
of increased fuel and spare part imports caused by the lack of efficiencies of
scale.

1.40 There is presently a cross-subsidy for domestic electricity consumption
less than 200 kWh per month. This subsidy was first implemented by Presid-
ential instruction in September 1987, and has been subsequently modified so
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that large urban consumers now subsidize small urban residential customers.
This cross-subsidy has two weaknesses:- one, the amounts of the cross-subsidy
are sufficiently large that the pattern of rationil energy usage may be
distorted; and, two, many of the large consumers providing the subsidy are
central Government agencies that tend not to pay for services consumed.

1.41 The new company would work closely with the Government to mitigate any
detrimental effects of the electricity subsidy, while at the same time making
electricity as affordable as possible to the general population. The company's
greatest contribution to the consumer could be to maintain minimum tariffs
through improved efficiency.

1.42 The water supply tariff is also subsidized, since the tariff does not
even cover the cost of water distribution and electricity for pumping. Future
increases will be necessary. The Government would pay the new operating
company an amount per m; for the cost of maintaining and operating water
pumping and purification stations.

1.43 Tariff Adjustments. The mechanism for establishment of tariffs is
analyzed in this report. The rate of return concept, that is generally used
for tariff making purposes in industrial countries, is not applicable here
since the new company would not have a sufficiently high investment in the
systems, and since it is based upon regulatory procedures that are complex to
administer. Thus, the initial tariffs would be based upon offers made by
potential partners. Annual tariff adjustments would be calculated using a
weighted average formula of fuel costs, local price indices, foreign price
indices and exchange rates. There would be an annual percentage reduction
built into this formula to pass on the benefits of the partnership's
efficiency to consumers.

1.44 Reliability of Electricity and Water Supply. Another advantage of the
partnership operation is the automatic enticement for the new company to
improve availability of generation units and the reliability of supply. As
mentioned above, it is expected that the level of electricity sales required
for the company to make a profit is about the 1983 level, which was the
historical maximum for EACB until 1988. Sales above this would represent a
profit for the operator and sales below this point would represent a loss.
Increasing reliability of electricity supply will also increase reliability of
water supply, since pumping stations will be able to operate more often.

1.45 Investment Capital. As mentioned, all investment capital is to come
from the Government, which would remain owner of all assets. In compensation,
the new company would collect a surcharge for capital invested in the past as
part of the tariff structure, and forward it directly to the Government. The
shareholders would appoint a joint working committee to plan for expansion of
the systems and prepare capital budgets. Construction contracts for new
plants, reservoirs and other major works would be awarded on the basis of
competitive bidding. The new company would be responsible for financing and
constructing the low-voltage system, metering installations, and new customer
connections. Part of this cost would be recovered from customer contributions.
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Comparison of Management Alternatives

1.46 The operational partnership and the concession options are expected to
result in lower foreign exchange requirements, largely due to the competitive
element and the profit motive. Prospective partners or operators would bid on
initial tariffs to be charged, along with the parameters or formulas for
subsequent annual adjustment. Competition would encourage low bids for
tariffs, and to make profits the company or operators would be required to
maximize sales, minimize the use of expauriate staff, maximize diesel plant
efficiency and availability, and minimize electricity and water losses.

1.47 Another expected economic benefit would occur as a result of the the
autonomous structure required for the -artnership arrangement. Experts on
public utilities in developing countries generally believe that lack of
autonomy from the central governments is a significant detriment to efficient
operation. The partnership and concession structures would effectively result
in some autonomy from the Government in routine operations.

1.48 With the partnership option the profits made through improved
efficiencies will be shared by the Government, and amounts repatriated will be
less than those repatriated through the concession system. Furthermore, the
Government shares in the control and the risks of the operation.

1.49 Financial calculations included in this report indicate that under
effective management, investment in the the proposed partnership arrangement
will yield financial returus commensurate with the risks involved. In
particular, satisfactory profits would be made by the international share-
holder who through quality management and sensitivity to the needs of Guinea-
Bissau, establishes efficient procedures and a solid organizational structure.
The proposed arvangement primarily requires the foreign shareholder to provide
"know-how", training and organization. The new company's capital base would
be around US$750,000 for tools, venicles and working capital. Half of this
would come from the foreign shareholder. This capital is in lieu of a
performance bond and might qualify for multilateral or bilateral investment
guarantees.

1.50 Estimated foreign exchange requirements of the power and water
subsectors during the first year of operation are lower for the partnership
and concession operations, due to expected improvements in diesel efficiency
and reductions in losses.
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Table 1: COMPARISON OF ALTERNATIVES

Operational Concession Performance-based Expatriate
Partnership Operation Management Contract Managers

1. Simple to Administer and Control Yes Yes No Yes

2. Profit motive maximizes efficiencies Yes Yes No No

3. Government shares In benefits
of Improved efficiencies Yes No Yes Yes

4. Natural tendency to minimize the
use of expatriate staff Yes Yes No No

5. Tariffs based on competitive bidding Yes Yes No No

6. Government remaIns owner of assets Yes Yes Yes Yes

7. Government participates In
decision-making processes Yes No Yes Yes

8. Government partakes In rewards and
risks of outcomes Yes No Yes Yes

9. Internatlonal partner participates
In decision-making processes Yes Yes Yes No

10. International partner partakes In
rewards and risks of outcomes Yes Yes No No

Source: Refer to text.
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II. DESCRIPTION OF ELECTRIC POVER AND VATER SUPPLY SUBSECTORS

Institutional Structure

2.1 The electric power and water supply subsectors of Guinea-Bissau are the
responsibility of the Ministry of Natural Resources and Industry (MRNI), which
has two special directorates for this purpose:- the General Directorate of
Energy (DGE); and the General Directorate of Hydraulique Resources (DGRH). The
electric power subsector is by far the largest responsibility of MRNI. The
national public enterprise, Electricidade e Aguas da Guin6 Bissau (EAGB), is
responsible for the production and distribution of electricity in all urban
areas of the country, with DGE sharing the responsibility in rural areas.
However EAGB is presently only operating in the capital city of Bissau. The
Ministry of Finance oversees the financial administration of the subsector.

2.2 EAGB was created in 1983 and distributes and sells both water and
electricity in the capital city and surrounding area. While it is responsible
for the generation of electricity, it is not responsible for the production or
treatment of water, which is performed by DGRH.

2.3 In the rest of the country, there are six isolated rural electric
systems, the largest of which is at Bafata. The rural systems account for
about 101 of all electricity sales.

2.4 In early 1989, MRNI, UNDP, France and ESMAP agreed that EAGB's
director-general, finance director, and director of equipment will be
expatriates experts for the next two to four years. France is financing the
cost of these expatriates; UNDP is providing training, technical expertise,
and spare parts, particularly with regards to the diesel generators, and ESMAP
is preparing corporate statutes, service regulations, and a service contract
for EAGB.

Macroeconomic Environment

2.5 Guinea-Bissau is a small nation in West Africa which gained its
independence from Portugal in 1974, after a protracted war. Its economy is
based primarily on agriculture (rice, cashews) and fishing. Population is
estimated at 950,000 of which 120,000 live in the capital city of Bissau. GNP
per capita in 1988 was around US$160/year and life expectancy was about 40
years. Economic growth was largely stagnant during the 1980s, however in 1987
and 1988 GDP was estimated to g-ow by between 4 and 6 percent per year.

2.6 Measurements of economic activity in Guinea-Bissau are subject to an
unusual degree of uncertainty due to three factors: the economy is
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characterized by a large traditional sector producing primarily for self-
consumption; extensive parallel markets impede accurate recording of
transactions; and, technically-trained personnel are scarce. As a consequence,
interpretations of recent econormic performance remain tentative and certain
developments cannot be fully explained on the basis of existing information.

2.7 The Government has elaborated a comprehensive program for structural
adjustment, which is being progressively implemented. Developments include:-
the implementation of significant liberalization of trade; devaluations which
essentially have closed the gap between the official and parallel foreign
exchange market rates; adoption of a tight fiscal stance, which includes a
program for reducing the number of civil servants; and the securing of debt
relief on terms highly favorable to Guinea-Bissau from the USSR, Portugal, and
Portuguese banks. Guinea-Bissau's Structural Adjustment Program is being
supported by grants, loans and credits from the World Bank, the IMF, AfDB and
IFAD, amongst others. 1/

Demand for Electricity

2.8 The true maximum demand for electricity is not exactly known, since
generation problems have prevented EAGB from meeting its peak load for some
time, and since there is widespread autogeneration by private organizations
and individuals. However, based on Government and private studies, the
unsuppressed national peak demand for electricity appears to be about 8MW. Of
this, the EAGB peak would comprise about 6 to 7MW.

2.9 EAGB has about 7,800 electricity customers and about 3,000 water
customers. Approximately 1,500 of the electricity customers and most of the
water customers do not have meters. Assuming eight persons are served by each
electricity connection, approximately half of the population of the capital
city has access to electricity. Access to public water supply is also about
50X and many residential areas have public standpipes installed. The remainder
of the urban population receives water from shallow private wells. In rural
areas, around one percent of the population has access to electricity.

2.10 There is a strong demand for new service connections for electricity,
and during 1987 the number of customers increased by about 15%, however, most
of these were installed without meters. Historically, national electricity
consumption has increased substantially whenever new generation capacity was
installed, and national production peaked in 1983 at 28.7 GWh. Since that
time, however, problems with generation units have precluded meeting demand.
In 1988, production was estimated at 27.OGWh.

1/ Paragraphs 2.5 and 2.6 are from:
Guinea-Bissau: A Prescription for Comprehensive Adjustment,
A World Bank Country Study, Dec 1987, ISBN 0-8213-0995-1.
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Figure 1: National Electricity Production
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2.11 It is therefore difficult to reliably estimate growth rates for
electricity demand. The medium term growth rate estimated by SGI 2/ is 7% and
the short term growth rate estimated by EdF 3/ is 20%. Figure 1 outlines
historical electricity production.

2/ "Etude du secteur d'ilectrique en Guin&s Bissau (Master
Plan)" Sociktb Gknbrale pour l'industrie (SCI), Luxembourg,
1987, European Development Fund Contract No 4505.026.27.33

3/ "LAGB: Diagnostic de l'entreprise nationale" Electricit& de
France International, 1987, financed by International
Development Association (IDA).
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Generation and Production

2.12 Production of electricity in Guinea-Bissau is entirely by diesel
generators. EAGB's generation is concentrated in one plant, which presently
has four serviceable generators installed (see table 2). Historically EAGB has
had problems in maintaining its diesels in operating condition; the worst
example of this occurred in 1986 when all units broke down and no electricity
was produced for several weeks. In early 1988, only one of the four
serviceable units was operating, and this enabled EAGB to meet only about
2.2MW of its peak demand.

Table 2: GENERATION UNITS OF EAGB a/ c/

Unit Diesel Maximum Year In Operational
Number Manufacturer Output (MW,) Service Hours (Jan 89)

3 Man 1.1 1987 13,500

5 Mirrless 1.7 1973 n/a

6 Mirrless-8lackstone 2.2 1983 18,000 b/

7 Mirrless-Blackstone 2.2 1987 7,500

Total 7.2 MWe

a/ There Is also a 3MW diesel (Unit No. 4), which Is out of service and due to be retired.
i/ Units S and 6 have just had major overhauls, Unit 5 has not yet returned to service.
c/ The Installed national diesel capacity Is probably about double the EAGS capacity.

At the iafata Plant operated by OGE, there are six units of about 60OkWe for a total of 3.6MWe.
The maximum deand on this plant Is about 1.2 MW. There are also several smaller rural plants
operated by OGE, and many private generators, such as the Cumere factory, which has three
800kWe units Installed.

Source: Mission data
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2.13 This situation has improved somewhat due to the acquisition of a new
2.2MWe unit (Number 7), and the overhaul of two existing units (numbers 5
and 6). Barring unforseen circumstances and assuming sufficient diesel fuel
is available, supply of electricity in 1989 should be better than in the past
few years. However, by mid-1990 operating hours on the new and overhauled
units may reach the point where reliability is again reduced.

2.14 The Government has contracted with a USSR supplier to purchase six
medium speed 900kW diesels. These units, which are similar to those in service
at the Bafata isolated rural plant, are to be installed at a new site in the
city of Bissau (Centrale Nova) and are expected to be in service by 1991.
Reportedly, they were purchased under an agricultural barter arrangement with
the USSR, and are to be supplied complete with construction equipment, power
house, construction material, switchgear, transformers, and supervision of
erection. The technical characteristics are as follows:

(a) Six units of 900kW each = 5.4MW total
(b) 375 RPM, 12,000 hour TBO
(c) 6.3kV output, 0.8pf
(d) 223+10 g/kWh fuel consumption.

2.15 Under the Government's most recent electricity generation and
distribution expansion program (Project "Scorpio"), the Arab Bank for Economic
Development in Africa (BADEA) has agreed to finance an additional 4MWe of
diesel generation capacity. In conjunction with this, the African Development
Fund (FAD) has agreed to finance the distribution system expansion.
Disbrsement of these loans is due to begin in early 1990.

2.16 Due to the unreliability of supply, most large consumers, foreign
embassies and some Government agencies have installed captive diesel
generators. Under present conditions, purchase of these generators is
necessary for productive sectors of the economy. However, considerable amounts
of scarce foreign exchange have been used up in the acquisition of these units
which may have a lower fuel effieiency than the larger units of EAG8.
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Saltinho Hydroelectric Project

2.17 The Government has for some time been promoting the Saltinho
Hydroelectric Project both as a long-term solution to the electricity
generation problems of the subsector and as a regional economic development
project. It has been technically evaluated by several well-known engineering
firms including COBA 4/ and SGI.5/

2.18 The project would be located on the Corubal River some 100km to the
east of Bissau near the border of Guinea-Conakry. Three 6.2MWe turbogenerators
would provide a total output of about 18MW. Including a 165km 110kV trans-
mission line to Bissau, total estimated cost is in the order of US$80 million.
Approximately five years would be required for engineering and construction.

2.19 While there is interest in the project on the part of multilateral and
bilateral agencies, it haui not yet received firm financing, principally for
the following reasons:

(a) there is not a comprehensive electricity generation expansion plan
for Guinea-Bissau, complete with technical, financial and economic
analysis of the different scenarios, that clearly demonstrates that
Saltinho is the least-cost alternative; and

(b) the environmental and sociological implications of the project
remain to be resolved, including animal and fish movements, changes
in habitat of disease-carrying insects and parasites, and resettle-
ment of local population.

2.20 Due to the flat layout of the site, the project is for a run-of-the-
river plant and the reservoir will have little storage capacity. Since there
is a dry season from February to June, average-year production will drop to
around 2 to 3MW during these montbs. This means that diesel or other back-up
sources will still be required during the dry season, reducing the economic
attractiveness of the project.

2.21 Present total national production of electricity is less than 30G1Wh per
year, while the project is expected to produce approximately 8OGWh. Using
present fuel prices, rough calculations indicate that the project would only
be economically competitive with diesel generation if national demand was
sufficient to consume all of the 80CWh output.

"Projet definitif pour la chute de Saltinho", COBA, Lisbon,
11 volumes, 1985, UNDP Project GBS/77/001

5/ "Centrale hydroelectrique de Saltinho", SGI, Luxembourg,
1987, European Development Fund Study No ET/125 rev 2
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Water Production and Treatment

2.22 Water is obtained through nine wells which are between 150 and 300m
deep and produce from 40 to 180m3/h. Total produ tion is not metered, but
maximum output is estimated to be around 25,000 m3/day. There are also at
least five private deep wells and numerous shallow wells. All deep wells are
fId from the Maestrichtien Nappe, which has an estimated potential of 100,000
m /day and a static level of 18 to 30m below ground level. With the exception
of wells near the coast, water is mineralized and of good quality and is
neither filtered nor treated. Water is normally bacteria free, however there
have been cases of cholera attributed to the public water supply. The shallow
private wells are estimated to be used by about half the population of the
City of Bissau and have poor bacteriological quality.

2.23 There is limited storage of about l,800m3 through five water towers and
two small underground reservoirs. There is a downtown interconnected
distribution system and four other isolated distibution networks in the urban
area.

Electricity Transmission and Distribution

2.24 There is no high voltage transmission system or grid in Guinea-Bissau.
glectricity is distributed directly from the plants at either the generator
voltage of 6kV or stepped up to lOkV (50Hz). Primary distribution in the
capital is essentially underground and based upon European standards and
consists of about 40km of 6kV and 55km of lOkV circuits.

2.25 There are approximately 65 distribution transformer stations located
in the city of Bissau. About 20 of these are of prefabricated lOkV modular
design. Low voltage reticulation is 400 volt three phase and usually overhead,
however most customers are supplied at 230 volt single phase.

2.26 The lOkV Bissau system was installed about 1983 under "Project
Elephant", and was largely financed by AfDB with some cofinancing from
Nigeria. A similar program is presently underway with AfDB financing ("Project
Gazelle") to extend the rural village electrification network. This project
has been extensively delayed as AfDB withheld disbursements until the
Government settled arrears on existing debt.

2.27 A further AfDB financed project (Scorpio) will provide for the
extension of the distribution system in Bissau. The SGI master plan 6/
extensively analyzes the existing distribution network and fully outlines
options anli recommendations for future expansion.

6/ op cit para 2.11.
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Water Distribution

2.28 The exact length of the water distribution network is not known. Most
pipes are made of steel, PVC or cement mixtures. Leakage losses are reported
to be as much as 50% of water supplied on some networks, however this cannot
be precisely determined due to the lack of meters. There are about one
thousand meters installed at customer's premises, however only about 400 are
in working order.

Tariffs

2.29 Electricity tariffs are adjusted frequently due to the high internal
rate of inflation. At present, residental consumption less than 200kWh/month
is billed at 75PC/kWh (US$0.038/kWh) and over that at 250PG/kwh
(US$0.125/kWh). Commercial and industrial consumption is charged at
250PG/kWh. There is also a monthly exploitation tax which varies between
PC500 and PG1O,000 (US$0.25-5.00), depending on the consumption level.

2.30 The Government believes that ewectricity is already taking up a large
part of family income and would like to avoid significant increases in
domestic tariffs. Industrial tariffs are somewhat constrained by the fact that
most larger users have their own generating sets. If industrial tariffs were
raised significantly above present levels, these users might find it more
attractive to generate with their owa units.

2.31 A major tariff study was performed in 1985 with financing from UNDP 7/.
This study recommended complete new tariff structures and classifications to
better reflect the true economic cost of supply. However, no action has yet
been taken to implement these recommendations.

2.32 The water tariff was increased in 1989 to 60PG/m3 (USCO.095/foot3),
which is still low by West African standards. Nearly all residential and
small comercial customers are invoiced assuming a fixed consumption of 50m3

per month.

7/ "Etude de tarification pour l'electricite et l'eau",
Dr Ing M Petcu, 1985, financed UNDP No. CBS 120.8.001.01.X
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EAGB's Finance, Accounting and Customer Invoicing

2.33 EACB's accounting arrangements do not always follow normal utility
accounting practices. The financial records until recently were unaudited and
no explanation of large extraordinary entries was given. Foreign currency
debt and provisions for exchange losses were not explained, and possibly not
fully accounted for. The one global account for accounts receivable is not
adequately analyzed by class of customer; amounts due from the Ministry of
Finance for subsidies are also not shown. Current assets in the 1986
financial statements included receivables of PG815 million, which represented
298 days sales.

2.34 The final EdF diagnostic report 8/ states that during the ten years
from 1976 to 1987 the power subsector had received grants and soft loans
totaling about US$60 million. EAGB's financial statements show net fixed
assets as of Dec 31, 1986 of PG815 million (US$3.3 million at 1986 year end
exchange rate). However, it should be noted that most of this debt is
accounted for directly by the Central Administration.

2.35 EAGB is apparently insolvent, and only able to carry out its present
operations because DICOL, the national oil company, continues to supply oil
without receiving payment. EAGB presently owes DICOL PG2,500 million (US$1.5
million) for approximately 24 months of supply. Diesel oil is priced at an
amount approximating international prices.

2.36 In 1988, a well-known international accounting firm was contracted with
UNDP financing to audit EAGB's financial statements 9/. This firm identified
a number of areas of weaknesses in EAGB's internal controls and prepared a
suggested list of actions for improvement. However, the auditor' report did
not express an opinion on EAGB's 1987 financial statements, for the following
reasons:

(a) there were unexplained differences in bank accounts and evidence
supporting certain movements in these accounts was not available;

(b) EACB did not maintain reliable individual accounts for accounts
receivable - trade and other debtors and, consequently, the auditor
was unable to obtain confirmations from customers and debtors.
Further, age analysis and certain supporting documentation was not
available to determine the collectibility of the amounts stated;

(c) EACB did not take physical count of inventories at year end, and
records were not such as to permit the auditor to apply adequate
alternative procedures to determine inventories; and

8/ op cit para 2.11.
9/ Arthur Young & Company, Lisbon, Portugal
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(d) no sufficient documentary evidence supporting the cost of property
and equipment was available, and EAGB did not maintain a register
for fixed assets.

EAGB's Staff, Compensation and Training

2.37 EAGB has about 350 employees, 50 of which work exclusively with water
distribution. The customer/employee ratio of electricity operations is 30
customers per employee, which is extremely low by most standards.

2.38 It is difficult to obtain qualified personnel in Bissau. There is only
one secondary school and no engineering school. Staff are either required to
learn on-the-job or, in some instances, trained overseas with bilateral
financial assistance. Salaries of EAGB follow Government guidelines and range
from between US$20 for low-level staff to US$40 for senior staff. Salaries in
the private sector are higher, making it difficult for EAGB to attract and
retain qualified staff.
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111 THE OPERATIONAL PARTNERSHIP SYSTEK

3.01 The operational partnership involves management of the electric power
and water supply subsectors of Guinea-Bissau as a joint venture between the
Government and an experienced international organization. This satisfies the
criteria of having the foreign technical assistance supplier have a direct
share in the risks and benefits of the operation, as well as having the
Government participate in the decision-making processes and retain ultimate
control.

3.02 The most simple and effective structure would be to incorporate a new
company, under the laws of Guinea-Bissau, to manage, operate and maintain the
electricity and water systems. The new company's shares would be held 50% by
the Government and 50% by the international technical assistance organization
or group of organizations. This statutes of the company would initially give
full authority for operational management to the international shareholder. In
the following discussion, the new operational company is referred to as "the
Company" and the international shareholder as "the Partner".

3.03 The Company would derive its revenue from billing and collection from
customers, which would be used for all operational expenses, such as:- diesel
fuel, diesel lubricants, diesel-generator maintenance, pumping station
maintenance, reservoir maintenance, water treatment chemicals, employee
salaries and benefits, routine spare parts, vehicle purchase and maintenance,
purchase of tools, expatriate salaries, taxes and profits.

3.04 The Government would remain owner of EAGB and all physical plant and
equipment. The Government would also be responsible for providing capital for
new generation plants, pumping stations, reservoirs, purification plants,
substations, transmission lines, medium voltage distribution lines,
transformers, and water distribution circuits. The new operating company would
finance low voltage distribution lines, electricity and water meters and
connection costs through direct customer contributions. The Government would
pay for major diesel electric generator overhauls, increasing capacity of
distribution circuits and transformers, and catastrophic maintenance expenses
when shown not to be the fault of the Company.

3.05 EAGB would then cease to exist as an operational utility, however it
would continue as owner of all physical assets and long-term liabilities. The
Company would pay EAGB the equivalent of a lease payment for use of its
facilities, and EAGB would use this to repay long-term debt and as
contribution for new capital projects.

3.06 An advantage of establishing a new company is that it will not be
associated with the stigma of EAG8's name. It will present itself to the
public as an efficient and dynamic organization that will provide good service
that must be paid for.

3.07 Two agreements are required to set up the recommmended structure:- one,
the statutes of the Company which outline the responsibilities of the
directors and the rights of the shareholders; and two, the lease agreement
between EAGB (and/or the Government) and the Company, which describes the
equipment will be used and maintained, what the rental payments will be, who
will pay for repairs, etc.
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Statutes

3.08 Board of Directors. The Company would have a Board of Directors or
Administrative Council that would be structured as follows:

(a) Chairman or President of the Board Appointed by Government (probably Minister of MRNI)

(b) Representative of Political Party Appointed by Government

(c) Representative of Industry Appointed by Government from business community

(d) Representative of Labor Appointed by Government from organized labor

Ce) Representative of Donor Community Appointed by Partner from international community

(f) Representative of Minority Shareholders Appointed by Partner

(g) Representative of Management Appointed by Partner (Manager of Company)

3.09 Meetings. The Board would meet approximately every month. Each member
of the Board would have one vote. In the case of tie votes, the Chairman would
cast the deciding vote.

3.10 Responsibilities of the Board. The Board of Directors would have
responsibility for the following:

(a) appointment of auditors;

(b) authorization of cash dividend payments to shareholders;

(c) approval of all contracts or purchase orders over US$25,000;

(d) approval of tariff increase requests;

(e) approval of all system expansion plans to be submitted to
the Government for financing; and

(f) other matters affecting the interests of the shareholders.
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3.11 Responsibilities and Rights of International Partner. The Company
statutes would provide for certain privileges to be attached to the minority
shares for the first seven years, in order to fully take advantage of the
transfer of technology and knowledge. The most important of these rights are:

(a) appointment of general manager and senior staff, who are to be
nationals of Guinea-Bissau, if sufficiently experienced and
qualified individuals are available;

(b) selection of other staff, personnel policies, dismissal of staff,
and establishment of pay scales, benefits and training programs;

(c) elaboration of policies regarding collection of outstanding accounts
receivable, suspension of service for non-payment, and requirements
for new customer connection;

(d) technical standards to be used for maintaining and operating the
systems; and

(e) administrative and financial procedures and policies.

3.12 Relionuisaltment of Rights. The shares held by the international partner
would have these special privileges for a period of seven years, or until sold
in part or completely to another owner. At the end of the seven year period,
the Government would have the right to purchase some or all of the Partner's
shares. However, the Government must offer payment at the lesser of book or
market value.

Lease Contract

3.13 The Company would lease all existing facilities of EAGB, DGE and DCRH
and be responsible for their operation and maintenance and the supply of
electricity and water in Guinea-Bissau. The rights and obligations of the
Government and the Company would be defined in a lease contract, the principal
elements of which are described in the following paragraphs.

3.14 Timing of Implementation. The Company would first lease all physical
assets of EAGB and water pumping and reservoir facilities of DGRH in the City
of Bissau. After two years, the Company would lease assets of DGE and DGRH in
the urban area of Bifata, and after three years, all electricty and water
systems owned by the Government in Guinea-Bissau.

3.15 Capital Investment The Government would remain owner of all physical
assets and arrange for all expansion capital. The Partner would establish a
competent planning group within the company and periodically submit to the
Board of Directors a five year capital expansion plan as well as an annual
capital expansion budget. After approval by the Board of Directors, the
Company would then work together with the Government to obtain necessary
financing.
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3.16 For routine rehabilitation and water or electricity distribution
projects, the Company would receive the financing directly from the Government
for their construction. For large electricity generation or water supply
projects, the Government would retain the option of constructing the project
directly or having the Company do it.

3.17 Rehabilitation. The Government, as owner of the equipment, would be
responsible for the cost of capital rehabilitation projects, such as:- major
overhaul of diesel generators; major reconstruction of water wells or reser-
voirs; increasing capacity of water mains and valves; and, increasing capacity
of electricity transmission lines, distribution lines, and transformer stations.

3.18 Maintenance. The Company would maintain all equipment at its expense in
accordance with manufacturers' recommendations or normal utility practice.
Catastrophic maintenance expense (for example, a broken crankshaft) which is
not due to negligence of the Company, would be the responsibility of the
Government. The Company would advise the Government of fire protection
equipment required.

3.19 New Customer Connections. New customers would pay the Company the
actual cost of connection to the system, which includes the cost of meters and
extension of the low-voltage or water service systems.

3.20 Street lighting, Traffic Lights, and Public Stand Pipes. The Government
would pay for installation of this equipment, which would be maintained and
operated by the Company at its expense.

3.21 Vehicles, Spare Parts and Tools The Company would acquire at its
expense all vehicles, spare parts and tools required for operations. The
initial capital investment required from shareholders, which is discussed later
in this chapter, is largely to finance these items.

Lease Payment for Use of Government-Owned Assets

3.22 Tariff Surcharge. The Company would invoice electricity customers a
tariff surcharge which would be collected with regular electricity payments and
be forwarded to the Government as lease payment for use of EAGB's equipment.
The charge would be expressed as an amount per kWh levied on the average price
of electricity and be subject to annual increases to cover the cost of additio-
nal investments made during the course of the year. There would not initially
be a tariff surcharge on water, because a large tariff increase is required
just for normal operation, and a surcharge would make water price increases
seem unduly high to consumers. However, the Government would have the option
of implementing this in the future.

3.23 Fixed Asset Valuation. To determine the correct amount of the surcharge,
the Government could contract an engineering company to estimate the replac-
ement cost of all fixed assets in service less accumulated depreciation based
on their condition and expected lives. As an example for this report, it is
assumed that the new replacement value of the Bissau electricity system is in
the order of US$10.0 million and that the depreciated value is half of this, or
US$5.0 million.
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3.24 Initial Charge. If the Government decides to set the charge as an
annuity over fifteen years at 8%pa interest rate, and assuming that electricity
sales during the first year of partnership operation are 16 GWh, the impact on
average tariff levels would be:

(a) Annuity factor for mortgage loans over fifteen years at 8%pa interest: 8.56
(b) Example amount of replacement value less depreciation (US$5.0 million) PG5,000,000,000 9/

(c) Annual amortization of Investment: (line (b)/lIne (a)) PG 584,100,000

(d) Estimated electricity sales for first year of operation: 16,000,OOOkWh

(e) Impact on average tariff (line (c)/line (d)) PG36.5/kWh

3.25 The Company would recover the charge from customers through the tariff
and each month forward to the Ministry of Finance a statement showing the
amount of electricity billed and collected. The Company would only be liable
for the charge actually collected from customers.

Fuel and Lubricants

3.26 The Company would acquire fuel and lubricants from DICOL, the Government
supplier, and make full payment within twenty-one days. Prices would be
negotiated and be in line with international plus local costs. The tariff
adjustment mechanism, which is described later in this chapter, would require
the Company to pass on to consumers any increases or decreases in fuel or
lubricant costs.

Customer Billing and Collecticn

3.27 The Company would invoice monthly all customers for services consumed in
accordance with the agreed upon tariffs, set through the processes described in
this chapter.

3.28 Suspension of Service. The Government would permit service to be
suspended to any private electricity or water customer that is over thirty days
in arrears of payments. The Government would permit suspension of service to
any Government Ministry or entity that is over ninety days in arrears.

9/ As shown on page i, the exchange rate of the Guinean Peso (PG) has changed
rapidly in the past few years. The financial calculations in this chapter
are performed with an exchange rate of PCG,000=US$1.00. To convert to
present day rates, multiply by the actual exchange rate divided by PC1000.
Thus, the PG36.5/kWh mentioned in para 3.24 (e), is equivalent to PC73/kWh
in November 1989 (36.5 x 2000/1000) or US$0.0365/kWh.
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3.29 Customer Fraud. The Government would permit the Company to suspend
service to any customer that has unauthorized connections to the systems or has
altered or damaged the meter. Reconnection would not take place until all
estimated amounts of consumption were fully paid.

3.30 Meters. The Company would acquire only meters of sufficient quality to
adequately maintain accuracy under local conditions for twenty years. Customers
would purchase these meters from the Company at actual cost. When in the
Company's opinion, installation of a meter is not warranted due to the low
consumption of the customer, direct connections may be made and estimated
consumption billed. In the case of dispute over estimated consumption,
temporary metering would be installed at the Company's expense to verify
consumption, or permanent metering at the customer's request and expense. The
Company would acquire, at its expense, high quality test standards to calibrate
meters. The Company would verify meter accuracy at the request of the customer
or Government.

3.31 Government Collections. The Company would cooperate with the Ministry
of Finance to collect amounts invoiced to Government ministries and entities.
In cases where suspension of service for non-payment is impossible due to the
nature of the service supplied by the Government entity (e.g. police, military,
schools, hospitals, etc.) the Company would deduct amounts owing by these
institutions from the monthly payment to the Ministry of Finance for the charge
for use of existing assets as described in paragraphs 3.22 to 3.25. The Company
would first be required to make a reasonable attempt to collect amounts owing
directly from the entity, and only after ninety days, could the deduction be
made. If the amount of the surcharge is insufficient to cover the entity's
arrears, the Company could then deduct the amounts owing from payments due to
the Ministry of Finance for corporate income and dividend taxes.

3.32 New Customer Deposits. The Company would have the option of charging
new customers a deposit equivalent to one months estimated consumption. If
after one year, the customer has promptly paid all amounts invoiced, the
Company would reimburse the customer for the amount of the deposit plus
interest earned.

Income Taxes and Import Duties

3.33 Corporate Income Tax. The Company would pay income tax on net taxable
income in accordance with the rules and regulations in effect. At present, the
maximum corporate tax bracket is 50% on profits over PG50 million. To avoid
unduly raising tariffs to cover tax expenses and assist in the rehabilitation
of the power and water subsectors, the Government would establish a tax ceiling
of 50% for the first seven years of operation.

3.34 Personal Income Taxes. Employees of the Company would pay income taxes
in accordance with Government regulations. Expatriate personnel would be
classified as technical assistance experts and are presently exempt from income
tax and import duties on personal effects.
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3.35 Import Duties. The Government would classify the Company as an
essential public service and it would pay import duties on vehicles, spare
parts and tools required for operation of the utility based upon this
classification

3.36 Dividend Taxes on Repatriation of Profits. There is presently a 10l
dividend tax on repatriation of amounts earned on invested capital. The
Partner would pay this tax, however the Government would guarantee that it
would not exceed 10% for the first seven years.

Access to Foreign Exchange

3.37 Provision of Foreign Exchange. The Government would promptly make
available to the Company foreign exchange necessary for acquisition of spare
parts, overseas training of national staff, payment of expatriate personnel,
and repatriation of profits. The exchange rates would be agreed upon at the
time of the signing of the contract or the annual tariff revision. Should
exchange rate variations greater than, say, 10% take place, an extraordinary
tariff adjustment would be made (see para 3.56).

3.38 International Assistance. While the Government alone would be
responsible for the provision of foreign exchange, bilateral or multilateral
agencies may wish to consider providing some or all of the foreign exchange
required for the operation of the partnership agreement. Such funds could be
used to underpin convertibility, or be on-lent for initial or working capital
at a positive real interest rate. The proposed partnership or concession
systems are expected to have less total foreign exchange requirements than the
other two options, as they will result in improved efficiencies within the
organization that will more than compensate for the repatriation of profits. In
fact, the financial forecasts analyzed in this chapter indicate that there will
be no profit if the efficiencies are not improved and remain at present levels.

Initial Investment in lieu of Performance Bond

3.39 The initial investment required by the Partner to purchase the 501
interest in the Company is in the order of US$375,000. The Government also will
also bt investing a similar amount to purchase its 50X share and the total
capital base of the Company will be in the order of magnitude of US$750,000.
This capital will be used to cover the cost of vehicles, spare parts, tools,
working capital, relocation expenses of expatriate staff and purchase of
accounts receivable, and is outlined in Table 3. This initial investment would
also serve in lieu of a performance bond. If the Partner does not increase
sales and efficiency of operation, there would be insufficient income available
to repay this investment. Furthermore, should the Partner abandon the
contract, the initial investment would be lost.
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3.40 If this investment is guaranteed by an agency in the Partners's home
country or elsewhere, most foreign shareholders should be willing to accept
repayment spread over the life of the seven year arrangement. However, if no
guarantees are obtained, a one or two year pay-back period might be required.
For purposes of estimating a tariff likely to be acceptable, it is assumed that
financial guarantees are obtained and the initial investment is amortized as a
mortgage loan over seven years at 10, yielding annual payments of
approximately US$77,500. This would be subjected to a 10% dividend tax as
outlined in paragraph 3.36, making the approximate amount of the required
annual amortization US$86,000 for the Partner, or US$172,000 in total.

Table 3: CAPITAL INVESTMENT REQUIRED TO ESTABLISH CCMPANY

Item Description USS

1. Operational Vehicles (10 x $30,000 ea.) 300,000

2. Spare Parts and Tools 180,000

3. Relocation expenses for seven expatriate staff x $20,000 ea. 140,000
(Travel and shipment, initial housing expenses, vehicle purchase)

4. Working Capital 60,000

5. Accounts receivable purchase from EAG8 a/ 70,000

Total estimated capital Investment USS 750,000

a/ The Company would purchase EAGB's accounts receivable that are under sixty days of age at cost.
It would also negotiate with EAGB to purchase other older accounts receivable, that are not
Government, at a discount.

Source: Mlssion estimates

Staff and Training

3.41 Existing Staff. The statutes of the Company would give responsibility
for staffing to the Partner. The Company would hire existing staff of EAGB,
DCG and DCRH as much as possible, however it would not be required to do so.
Probably, the management of the new Company would hire existing staff of EAGB
on a tr4al basis for a period of about six months, and then decide which staff
should be retained on a permanent basis. EACB is overstaffed compared to
similar sized utilities, and there will undoubtedly be some staff reductions.
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3.42 EAGB and/or the Government would be responsible for payment of all
termination and retirement benefits due to existing staff of EAGB, DCE and
DGRH at the moment of their transfer.

3.43 Work Permits. The Government would provide work permits, visas and
drivers licences for all expatriate staff required by the Company during the
term of the contract.

3.44 Training. The statutes of the Company would require the Partner to use
national staff as much as possible and train local professionals to fill
positions occupied by expatriate staff. The Partner will also be financially
encouraged to do so, since expatriate staff is at least one hundred times as
expensive as local staff. Similarly, the Partner will tend to provide the
optimal level of training for staff to perform their duties. An excessive or
poorly oriented training program would represent a financial loss to the
Partner, as would insufficient training.

3.45 Salaries. The Company would be permitted to implement a salary and
reward system in accordance with its needs and will not be tied to Government
pay scales. Personnel benefits and conditions of employment would comply with
the national laws and regulations applicable to private sector institutions.

Initial Tariffs

3.46 The initial tariffs for electricity and water would be established as
much as possible through competitive consultation or bidding with potential
partners. Descriptive documentation on the proposed partnership would be
prepared and circulated through foreign embassies and aid organizations to
potential partners, who would be asked to forward their qualifications. The
most interested and qualified would then be asked to prepare offers containing
the initial tariffs to be charged, along with other conditions.

3.47 Initial Electricity Tariff. The initial average electricity tariff to
be charged by the Company is expected to be around 351 over present tariff
levels. It would be composed of a base tariff and a surcharge for use of
assets. The base tariff would be established through a consultative process
with potential partners and is expected to approximately equal the existing
average tariff. The surcharge is expected to account for the approximately
351 increase. An estimate of how the initial base tariff might be established
is as follows.

Estimated first year expenses from Table 4 USS2.160.000 x PGl,000/USS -" PG135/kWh
Forecast sales durlng first year 16,000,000kWh

10/ See footnote 9.
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3.48 It is important that the Company maximize sales in order to minimize
the average price of electricity. The expected base tariff of approximately
the present amount assumes sales return to the 1983 level of 16GWh. Sales of
above this amount represent a profit, and sales below this, a loss.

3.49 Tariff Restructuring. Electricity tariffs should be structured to
reflect the economic cost of supply. Presently in Guinea-Bissau the tariff is
a flat rate for all customers. The Company would be expected to submit to the
Government a proposal for gradually modifying tariff structures to correspond
more closely with the costs of supply. However, the Company's proposal would
be for a structure that yields the average tariff agreed upon.

3.50 Existing Tariff Subsidies. There is presently a cross-subsidy for
domestic urban electricity consumption less than 200 kWh per month. This
subsidy was first implemented by Presidential instruction in September 1987
and results in the high-usage consumers subsidizing the low-usage customers.
The tariff for up to 200kWh/month is 30% of the tariff for consumption beyond
that point.

3.51 While some degree of cross-subsidy may be necessary for political
reasons, such a significant price distortions may result in uneconomic
usage. The Company would work closely with the Government to reduce the
domestic electricity subsidy as much as possible. However, the Company's
greatest contribution to the consumer is expected to be the ability to
maintain low tariffs through improved efficiency.

Table 4: ESTIKATED FIRST YEAR BASE EXPENSES FOR ESTABLISHING ELECTRICITY TAFIFF

Item Description USS a/

1 Expatriate Staff salaries, benefits and expenses
Six managers and experts at average of US$100,000/year each b/ 600,000

2 National Staff salaries plus benefits
260 staff at PG40,000/month each cf 125,000

3 Fuel Costs (06Gwh sales/25%losses) x 0.265kg/kwh x PG182/1 x 1.1811tresAg 1,214,000

4 Lubricants and Routine Spare Parts 149,000

5 AmortizatIon of Capital Investment d/ 172,000

6 Less: Contribution from water tariff e/ (100,000)

Total estimated base expenses during first year of concession operation USS 2,160,000

a/ Financial calculations In this chapter are performed at an exchange rate of PG1,000 2 SUS1.00.
b/ The EdF diagnostic report (op. cit para 2.10) estimated expatriate staff requirements at seven,

of which one would be exclusively for water operations.
c/ Total staff Is approxlmately 300, of which about forty are dedicated to water operations
a/ See paragraph 3.40.
e/ From Table 5. Electricity supplied to water pumping stations Is recovered f'o the water tariff.
Source: Mission estimates
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3.52 Initial Water Tariffs. The initial average water tariff at the date of
effectiveness of the contract is expected to be around PG210/m3. This assumes
total expenses in water distri ution of US$250,000 as shown in Table 5, and
presev.t sales of 2.0 million m . The present water tariff is PG60/m3,
indicating that an increase of about 350% is required.

3.33 The proposed water supply tariff is also subsidized, and would only
cover the cost of water distribution and electricity for pumpipg. The
Government would pay the new operating company an amount per m for the cost
of maintaining and operating water pumping and purification stations and
reservoirs.

3.5' Since only 400 water c stomers have meters that work, EAGB cilculates
bills using a forfeit of 50 m /month. Thus the average customer's monthly
payment would rise from PG3,000 to PG10,500 Metering has been shown elsewhere
to reduce consumption per consumer by 15-30%, and the new Company would be
expected to meter water consumptior.

Table 5: ESTIMATED FIRST YEAR EXPENSES FOR ESTABLISHING WATER TARIFF

Item Description USS a/

1. One expatriate staff, salary plus benefits and expenses b/ 100,000

2. Natlonal Staff salaries plus benefits
40 staff at PG40,000/month c/ 19,000

3. Electricity for pumping stations (740,OOOkWh x PG135 kWh) d/ 100,000

4. Spare parts, tools and miscellaneous 31,000

Total estimated base expenses during first year of concession operation US$250,000

a/ Financial calculations In this chapter are performed at an exchange rate of PG1,000 3 US$1.00
b/ Other expatriate experts and managers are required for electricity operations.
cl Total staff is approximately 300, of which about forty are dedicated to water operations.
d/ From Table 4, line 6.
Source: Mission estimates

Mechanism for Adjusting Tariffs

3.55 Tariffs would be adjusted annually according to changes in fuel prices,
national price indices, foreign price indices, and exchange rates. The exact
formula for adjustment will be proposed by the successful partner. The
Government would also adjust the surcharge for contribution to invested capital
as needed to reflect new investments in the subsectors.
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3.56 Fuel and lubricant price increases and foreign exchange rate 'hanges
should contractually take effect on the date of the annual electricity tariff
revision. If interim revisions are required, an extraordinary electricity
tariff increase would be required. The bidder would define the price adjustment
indices for industrialized countries. Possible indices are a composite derived
from published UN, OECD figures or the World Bank MUV. The indexation formula
would recognize the lags in publishing such price indices.

3.57 One possible system for adjusting tariffs, involves assigning
proportional weights to each of the major expense components of the operation,
which would be approximately as follows:

(a) fuel percentage price change 55%

(b) lubricant percentage price change 5%

gc) change in Guinea-Bissau consumer price index: 10%

(d) change In price Index for Industrialized countries
and foreign exchange rate 30%

100%

3.58 For example, given the following data:

(a) fuel prices will Increase 10% for the second year of operation;

-b) lubricant prices will decrease 25% for the second year of operation;

{c) the consumer price index In Guinea-Bissau has risen 30%
during the firit year of operation;

(d) the Industrialized country price Index has risen 20%
during the first year of operation; and

(e) the foreign exchange rate to be used during the second year
wi I Increase 15%S

3.59 The net tariff increase will bet

Net tariff Increase " 55% of fuel price Increase
- 5% of lubricant price decrease
+ 10% of Bissau price Index Increase
+ 30% of Industrial price Increase

(times foreign exchange rate Increase)

(0.55 x 10%)
- (0.05 x 25%)
+ (0.10 x 30%)
+ (0.30 x {(1.20 x 1.15 x 100%1 - 100))

c 21.1%
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3.60 Thus, if the average operational tariff agreed upon for the first year
of operation was PG230/kWh, then for the example, the average tariff to be
charged by the Company during the second year would be PG230/kWh x 1.211
PG279kWh. In addition to this tariff, the Company would collect for the
Government the surcharge for the use of existing assets. The base year value
of this charge would be indexed using a similar formulap with corresponding
adjustments to reflect the current cost of investments during the operation of
the concession.

Financial Forecast

3.61 Table 6 shows the most likely pro-forma income statements for the
first seven years of the partnership arrangement. Tables 7 and 8 then show the
worst and best case financial forecasts (for the prospective Company). These
forecasts are based on a series of assumptions which are listed in the tables.

3.62 Under the most likely and best case scenarios, there is a return to
the shareholders sufficient to pay back the initial invested capital, recover
the costs of establishing the operation, and provide sufficient profit
incentives to interest efficient and qualified expatriate organizations. Under
the worst case scenario, the Company would incur a loss and not even recover
the cost of invested capital,

3.63 The worst case scenario is derived assuming the Company does not
significantly improve sales and efficiency. The most likely and best case
scenarios assume the Company is able to considerably improve sales and
efficiency from existing levels. Through the tax system, the Government will
reap approximately half the benefits of this improved operation, and the other
half will go to the shareholders, which are the Government and foreign partner.

3.64 Since the foreign shareholder would own 50% of the Company, only half
of the Company's after tax profits or one quarter of the Company's before tax
profits could be repatriated. There would also be a 102 dividend tax on
repatriation of profits. As the proposed partnership organization is expected
to result in improved efficiencies, the net foreign exchange outflow under this
recommended option should be less than under the other alternatives.
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Table 6: SEVEN YEAR INCOME FORECAST
MOST LIKELY SCENARIO

PG'000,000

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 7

GROSS REVENUE:
1 Electricity 2,160 2,608 3,012 3,645 4,290 4,955 5,723
2 Water 250 308 362 426 502 590 695
3 Total Gross Revenue 2,410 2,916 3,375 4,071 4,792 5,546 6,418

OPERATING EXPENSES:
4 Diesol Fuel 1,214 1,466 1,587 1,885 2,218 2,499 2,887
5 Expatriate Staff 700 805 759 835 459 337 185
6 Natlonal Staff 144 124 152 184 202 222 244
7 Spare Parts & MIsc Electricity 149 180 208 251 296 342 395
8 Spare Parts & Misc Water 31 36 39 43 47 52 57
9 Total Operating Expenses 2,238 2,611 2,745 3,198 3,223 3,452 3,769

GROSS INCOME:
10 Gross Income frown Operations 172 305 629 874 1,569 2,093 2,649
11 Income and Dividend Taxes 17 97 291 438 855 1,170 1,503
12 Gross Income after Tax 155 208 338 436 714 923 1 146usig 5a== 5=3= ===5= =a=== ===== =ail3=

13 After Tax Income In US$S000 155 186 283 345 535 655 768

ASSUMPTIONS:
a Increase In Water Sales % 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0
b Water Sales In millions m3 2.0 2.1 2.3 2.5 2.6 2.8 3.0
c Increase in Electricity Sales % 5.0 5.0 10.0 7.0 5.0 5.0 5.0
d Electricity Sales In GWh 16.0 16.8 17.6 19.4 20.8 21.8 22.9
e Electricity Losses % 25.0 25.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 18.0 18.0
f Gross Electricity Generation GWh 21.3 22.4 22.1 24.3 26.0 26.6 27.9
g Elect Peak at 60% load fact MW 4.1 4.3 4.2 4.6 4.9 5.1 5.3
h Fuel Efficiency (kg/kWh) 0.265 0.265 0.260 0.260 0.260 0.260 0.260
I Fuel Consumption (kg'O00) 5,653 5,936 5,843 6,306 6,748 6,912 7,258
J Number of Expatriate Staff 7 7 6 6 3 2 1
k Number of National Staff 300 225 250 275 275 275 275
I Price Increase - Foreign % b/ 3.0 3.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0
m Price Increase - Local % c/ 15.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10,0 10.0
n Exchange Rate PGA/SS d/ 1,000 1,117 1,192 1,261 1,334 1,411 1,492
o Electricity Tariff PG/kWh e/ 135 155 171 188 207 227 250
p Water Tariff PG/m3 e/ 125 144 158 174 191 210 232
q Cost of Diesel Fuel PG/litre e/ 182 209 230 253 279 306 337
r Annual Cost ea Expat Staff SO00 100.0 103.0 106.1 110.3 114.7 119.3 124.1
s Monthly Cost ea National PGOOO 40,000 46,000 50,600 55,660 61,226 67,349 74,083
t Spare Parts & Misc Elect S'OOO 149.0 161.1 174.3 199.4 221.9 242.3 264.6
u Spare Parts & Misc Water S'000 31.0 31.9 32.9 34.2 35.6 37.0 38.5
v Income and Dividend Tax % f/ 60.0 60.0 60.0 60.0 60.0 60.0 60.0

a/ This report uses diesel fuel specific gravity of 1.18 litres/kg.
u/ Foreign price increases from World Bank 000 GuidelInes for MUV.
c/ Local price Indices from Guinea-Bissau: A Prescriptlon for Comprehensive Adjustment, World Bank, 1987.
d/ Exchange Rate forecast based on difference between local and foreign price Indices. This financial

analysis uses a first year exchange rate of PG1,O0O/US$, which should be prorated by the actual rate.
e/ Tariffs and Diesel fuel price Increases based on local price Increase rate (line m).
Ti See para 3.33. Calculations based on max. corporate tax rate of 50% and a dividend tax of 10%.

It Is assumed here that the first US$155,000 of income would be tax deductable.
Source: Milssion Calculations.
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Table 7: SEVEN YEAR INCOME FORECAST
WORST CASE SCENARIO

PG OOO,OOO

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 7

GROSS REVENUE:
1 Electricity 1,350 1,630 1,883 2,278 2,681 3.097 3,577
2 Water 250 308 362 426 502 590 695
3 Total Gross Revenue 1,600 1,938 2,245 2,704 3,183 3,687 4,272

OPERATING EXPENSES:
4 Diesel Fuel 802 968 1,048 1,268 1,493 1,724 1,992
5 Expatriate Staff 700 805 759 835 765 842 741
6 National Staff 144 138 182 200 220 242 267
7 Spare Parts & Misc Electricity 149 180 208 251 296 342 395
8 Spare Parts & Misc Water 31 36 39 43 47 52 57
9 Total Operating Expenses 1,826 2,127 2,236 2,598 2,822 3,203 3,451

GROSS INCOME:
10 Gross Income from Operations (226) (189) 8 106 361 485 821
11 Income and Dividend Taxes - - 11 130 205 406
12 Gross Income after Tax 22i6) 189) 8a 95 231 280 414

man =a ===a U=u ===usi =3==a

13 After Tax Income In USS'OOO (226) (169) 7 75 173 199 278

ASSUWPT IONS:
a Increase in Water Sales % 7.0 7*0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.0
b Water Sales In millions m3 2.0 2.1 2.3 2.5 2.6 2.8 3.0
c Increase In Electricity Sales % 5.0 5.0 10.0 7.0 5.0 5.0 5.0
d Electricity Sales In GWh 10.0 10.5 11.0 12.1 13.0 13.6 14.3
a Electricity Losses % 25.0 25.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0 20.0
f Gross Electricity Generation GWh 13.3 14.0 13.8 15.2 16.2 17.0 17.9
g Elect Peak at 60% load fact MW 2.5 2.7 2.6 2.9 3.1 3.2 3.4
h Fuel Efficiency (kg/kWh) 0.280 0.280 0.2802 80 80 0.280 0.280 0.280
t Fuel Consumption (kgWOOO) a/ 3,733 3,920 3,859 4,245 4,542 4,769 5,007
j Number of Expatriate Staff 7 7 6 6 5 5 4
k Number of National Staff 300 250 300 300 300 300 300
I Price Increase - Foreign % b/ 3.0 3.0 4.0 4,0 4.0 4.0 4.0
m Price Increase - Local % c/ 15.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0
n Exchange Rate PG/USS d/ 1,000 1,117 1,192 1,261 1,334 1,411 1,492
o Electricity Tariff PA/kWh e/ 135 155 171 188 207 227 250
p Water Tariff P0/W3 e/ 125 144 158 174 191 210 232
q Cost of Diesel Fuel PG/litre e/ 182 209 230 253 279 306 337
r Annual Cost ea Expat Staff 5000 100.0 103.0 106.1 110.3 114.7 119.3 124.1
s Monthly Cost ea National PGO0O 40,000 46,000 50,600 55,660 61,226 67,349 74,083
t Spare Parts a Misc Elect SOO0O 149.0 161.1 174.3 199.4 221.9 242.3 264.6
u Spare Parts & Misc Water S'000 31.0 31.9 32.9 34.2 35.6 37.0 38.5
v Income and Dlvidend Tax % f/ 60.0 60.0 60.0 60.0 60.0 60.0 60.0

a/ This report uses diesel fuel specific gravity of 1.18 lltresAkg.
b/ Foreign price increases from World Bank COD Guidelines for MUV.
cl Local price Indices from Guinea-Blssau: A Prescription for Comprehensive Adjustment, World Bank, 1987.
d/ Exchange Rate forecast based on difference between local and foreIgn price IndIces. These financIal

calculations use a first year exchange rate of PG1,000/USS, which should be protated by actual rate.
e/ Tariffs and Dlesel fuel price increases based on local price Increase rate (line m).
1/ See para 3.33. Calculations based on max, corporate tax rate of 50% and a dividend tax of 10%.

It Is assumed here that the first US$155,000 of Income Is tax deductable.
Source: Mission Calculations.
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Table 8: SEVEN YEAR INCOME FORECAST
BEST CASE SCENARIO

PG'OOO,OOO

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 Year 7

GPOSS REVENUE:
I Electricity 2,160 2,732 3,306 4,364 5,521 6,680 8,083
2 Water 250 316 383 463 560 678 820
3 Total Gross Revenue 2,410 3,049 3,689 4,827 6,081 7,358 8,903

OPERATING EXPENSES:
4 Diesel Fuel 1,214 1,468 1,698 2,143 2,592 3,000 3,473
5 Expatriate Staff 700 690 633 557 459 337 185
6 National Staff 144 110 137 167 184 202 222
7 Spare Parts & Misc ElectrIcity 149 171 188 207 228 251 276
8 Spare Parts & Misc Water 31 36 39 43 47 52 57
9 Total Operating Expenses 2,238 2,475 2,695 3,117 3,511 3,842 4,214

GROSS INOOME:
10 Gross Income from Operations 172 574 994 1,710 2,570 3,516 4,689
11 Income and Dividend Taxes 17 258 510 940 1,456 2.023 2,727
12 Gross Income after Tax 155 316 484 770 1.114 1.492 1.962

13 After Tax Income In USSOOO 15 283 406 611 835 1,058 1,315

ASSUMPTIONS:
a Increase In Water Sales % 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0
b Water Sales In millions m3 2.0 2.2 2.4 2.7 2.9 3.2 3.5
c Increase In Electricity Sales % 10.0 10.0 20.0 15.0 10.0 10.0 10.0
d Electricity Sales In GWh 16.0 17.6 19.4 23.2 26.7 29.4 32.3
e Electricity Losses % 25.0 23.0 21.0 19.0 17.0 15.0 13.0
f Gross Electricity Generation GWh 21.3 22.9 24.5 28.7 32.2 34.6 37.2
g Elect Peak at 60% load fact UN 4.1 4.3 4.7 5.5 6.1 6.6 7.1
h Fuel Efficiency (kgAkwh) 0.265 0.260 0.255 0.250 0.245 0.240 0.235
I Fuel Consumption (kO00) 8/ 5,653 5,943 6,249 7,170 7,886 8,298 8,732
J Number of Expatriate Staff 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
k Number of National Staff 300 200 225 250 250 250 250
I Price Increase - Foreign S b/ 3.0 3.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0
m Price Increase - Local % c/ 1S.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0
n Exchange Rate PC/USS d/ 1,000 1,117 1,192 1,261 1,334 1,411 1,492
o Electricity Tariff PG/Kwh eA 135 155 171 188 207 227 250
p Water Tariff PG/I3 e/ 125 144 158 174 191 210 232
q Cost of Diesel Fuel PG/litre e/ 182 209 230 253 279 306 337
r Annual Cost ea Expat Staff $000 100.0 103.0 106.1 110.3 114.7 119.3 124.1
s Monthly Cost ea National P6000 40,000 46,000 50,600 55,660 61,226 67,349 74,083
t Spare Parts & Misc Elect S000 149.0 153.5 158.1 164.4 171.0 177.8 184.9
u Spare Parts & Misc Water S000 31.0 31.9 32.9 34.2 35.6 37.0 38.5
v income and Dividend Tax % f/ 60.0 60.0 60.0 60.0 60.0 60.0 60.0

a/ This report uses diesel fuel specific gravity of 1.18 litresAkg.
b/ Foreign price Increases from World Bank COD Guldelines for MUV.
cA Local price Indices from Gulnea-Bissau: A Prescription for Comprehensive Adjustment, World Bank, 1987.
d/ Exchange Rate forecast based on difference between local and foreign price indices. This financial

analysis uses a first year exchange rate of P61,000/USS, which should be prorated by the actual rate.
e/ Tariffs and Diesel fuel price Increases based on local price Increase rate (line m).
f/ See para 3.33. Calculations based on max. corporate tax rate of 50% and a dividend tax of 10%.

It is assumed here that the first USS1155,000 of corporate Income would be tax deductable.
Source: Mission Calculations.
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3.65 A summary of the net present value of the total gross income flows to
the shareholders after tax is shown in Table 9. The tax flows to the
Government are expected to be in the same order of magnitude. The internal
rates of return, based on the initial investment of $750,000 are shown in
current and real prices. The real rate of return under the most probable
scenario would be 221, which is typical of the rates expected by investors in
developing countries.

Table 9: SHAREHOLDER INCOME AND RATE OF RETURN

Net Present Value a/ of total Internal Rate of Return
income flows to the shareholders Current Real
during the seven year period Prices Prices

1. Most probable scenarlo (Table 6) USS1,985,000 35% 22%

2. Worst case scenario (Table 7) USS 48,000 negative

3. Best case scenario (Table 8) US$3,094,000 50% 35%

a/ From Tables 6, 7 & 8, lIne 13 and calculated at a discount rate of 12%.
b/ Net Present Value Includes Government share. Foreign partner will receive approximately half.
Source: From Tables 6, 7 & 8. Refer to text.

Availability of Supply

3.66 As shown in the financial analysis, the net income received by the
Company would also be dependent on increasing electricity sales. Thus, the
proposed lease contract does not contain any clauses regarding reliability of
supply. It is assumed the profit motive is sufficient incentive.

Role of International Institutions

3.67 A principal role for bilateral or export credit agencies would be to
guarantee the repayment of the initial investment required from the operator
against political risk (para 3.39). Such agencies would reimburse the foreign
shareholder if the Government of Guinea-Bissau could not fulfill its
contractual obligations to the Company. However, if through poor performance
the Company was unable to generate sufficient revenue to pay back the initial
investment, the shareholders would bear the loss.

3.68 Bilateral agencies might also consider providing the foreign exchange
necessary for the establishment of the Company (see para 3.40). The proposed
partnership is expected to implement efficiencies that will more than
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compensate for the outflow of profits and should be the least cost option in
terms of foreign exchange. The approximate amounts of foreign exchange required
for repatriation of profits are about half of line 13 of Tables 6 to 8.

Steps for Implementation

3.69 The following steps are suggested for implementation of the
recommended partnership arrangement.

(a) Settlement of Government Arrears. The proposed arrangement of having
EACB act as a holding company and renting its assets to the new
operational company would be strengthened if the Government would
settle its debts to EAGB and compensate for EAGB's debts to DICOL and
the Central Bank.

(b) Asset Valuation. An independent valuation of the replacement cost and
condition of EAGB's physical plant and condition is recommended by an
independent qualified engineering company. The estimated cost is
US$50,000.

(c) Preparation of Information Package and Ast.istance with Negotiation.
Establishment of the recommended partnership requires preparation of
an information package for potential partners, distribution through
bilateral agencies and embassies, selection of suitable partners, and
assistance with evaluation of offers. The estimated cost of US$75,000
includes three to four man-months of consultants and expenses.

(d) Negotiation and Contract Preparation. Legal assistance is required in
negotiating and drafting the statutes of the proposed company and the
lease contract with the Government and EAGB. Estimated cost is about
US$100,000.
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IV. CONCESSION OPEBATION

4.01 Concession operation (or affermage) as defined in this report involves
having a private organization which is experienced in utility management,
operation and maintenance, completely take over all facets of EAGB's
operations. Eventually, this would also include the electric systems of other
towns in Guinea-Bissau. The Government remains owner of all assets and physical
systems, and would arrange for financing investment for major expansion of the
system. The private organization, which might involve a foreign public
utility, is referred to as the "operator" in the following discussion.

Scope of Contract

4.02 The contract would be for efficient management, operation, and
maintenance of electricity generation plants and water and electricity
distribution systems, including billing and collection from customers. During
the first two years of the contract, this would encompass only the
interconnected systems in the immediate vicinity of Bissau. After two years,
the operator would also be responsible for the interconnected electricity
system in the vicinity of Bafata, and after three years, all public electricity
systems owned by the Government of Guinea-Bissau. The expected total duration
of the contract is seven years.

4.03 Foreign Managers and Technicians. The operator would supply all
professional and technical staff required for efficient and effective
operation, maintenance and management of the systems. The operator would be
responsible for selection and recruitment of foreign staff, payment of their
salaries and all benefits, and making arrangements for provision of housing and
transport.

4.04 Billing and Collection. The operator would ensure that all customers
are fairly billed in accordance with the agreed upon tariffs and would retain
revenue collected from tariffs to be used for payment of the operational and
maintenance expenses of the systems. Such expenses include, amongst others:-
salaries and benefits of all staff and employees, whether recruited nationally
or in other countries; fuel and lubricants used by the electricity generation
plants; routine spare parts and maintenance of generation and distribution
equipment; and the purchase and maintenance of required tools and vehicles. If

the amount of revenue collected is not sufficient to pay these expenses, the
operator shall provide for the difference. If the amount collected is greater
than these expenses, the operator will keep the difference as his profit. The
operator would also collect a tariff surcharge to be forwarded directly to the
Government as contribution towards invested capital.

4.05 Working Capital. The operator would supply all working capital
necessary for efficient and efffective management of the systems. At the
commencement of the contract, the Government would assume responsibility for
accounts receivable of over sixty days of age, most of which are invoices owed
by the Government itself to EAGB. The operator would purchase at face value
accounts receivable that are undor sixty days of age. The Government would also
assume responsibility for all accounts payable by EAGB and the rural utilities
just before they are taken over by the operator. At the conclusion of the
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contract, the Government will purchase from the operator all accounts
receivable of less than sixty days of age and the operator will pay to the
Government an amount equivalent to the total of all financial obligations
incurred by the concession.

Capital Investment

4.06 The basic premise of the proposed contract is that the Government
arranges all investment capital and remains owner of all physical assets. The
operator manages these assets for the Government and collects a charge through
the tariff which is forwarded to the Government as compensation for use of
these assets. In some cases, the operator would carry out investment on behalf
of the Government. Where not awarded to the operator through competitive
bidding, the Government would have the right to audit the procurement
arrangements for goods and services undertaken by the operation on the
Government's behalf.

4.07 Electricity Generation Plant Expansion. The Government would be
responsible for planning, financing and constructing new electricity generation
plants. The operator and Government would jointly discuss generation plant
requirements and design during the course of the contract, however final
responsibility would rest with the Government. The contract for design,
construction and start-up of new generation plants would be based on
competitive bidding and the operator, if qualified, would be elegible to bid.
After initial start-up and acceptance testing, these plants would be passed
over to the operator to be put in routine service. Training of staff in
operation and maintenance of new plants and -cquisition of spare parts would be
the responsibility of the operator.

4.08 Electricity Transmission and Distribution. The Government would be
responsible for construction of new electricity transmission and distribution
lines, substations, and transformer stations. The Government would have the
option of contracting with the operator for their design and construction, or
with an outside firm.

4.09 Joint Planning Committee. A joint planning committee with
representatives from DGE and the operator would have responsibility for
preparing detailed expansion plans and proposed capital budgets for inclusion
in national development plans. However, final responsibility for implementation
rests solely with the Government.

4.10 Low-Voltage Distribution and Metering. The Government would not be
responsible for distribution of electricity at low voltages. The operator would
plan the low voltage system in accordance with accepted norms and be
responsible for its design and construction. The operator would have the option
of either charging the customer for the full cost of the low-voltage lines,
financing part of the cost to the customer over a period of months, or paying
for a part of the cost through retained earnings. Since increasing sales is the
principal means of increasing profits, the operator would be financially
encouraged to make the cost of new customer connections as attractive as
possible. All low voltage investment becomes the property of the Government.
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4.11 Generation Rehabilitation. The operator would submit to the joint
planning committee proposals for diesel generator rehabilitation. The
Government would pay for major diesel generator overhaul at intervals
recommended by the manufacturer, which occur about once every two years of
normal operation. Before scheduled major overhauls, the Government would
evaluate whether repair or replacement of the diesel should be made. The
operator would operate the diesels in accordance with the manufacturer's
recommendations and maintain detailed records of operating time 'and repairs and
adjustments made.

4.12 However, the operator may request, through the joint planning
committee, other generation plant rehabilitation projects, such as replacement
or reconstruction of:

(a) water treatment units;

(b) diesel cooling units:

(c) fire protection systems;

(d) fuel storage and handling systems;

(e) control systems; and

(f) workshops and offices.

4.13 The Government would not be obliged to accept rehabilitation projects
and the operator would be responsible for showing the planning committee and
the Government that they are necessary to safeguard equipment, improve
availability of supply, or reduce diesel fuel imports.

4.14 Distribution Rehabilitation Projects. The operator would present
rehabilitation projects to the joint planning committee, along with their
justification. The planning committee would then recommend to the Government
acceptance or rejection based upon criteria such as reliability of service and
reduction of losses. Typical rehabilitation projects are:

(a) replacement of undersized or damaged electricity primary voltage
distribution cables;

(b) replacement of undersized or damaged water distribution pipes;

(c) replacement of undersized or damaged primary to low-voltage
transformers; and

(d) replacement of undersized or damaged electricity switchgear.

4.15 New Customer Connection. New customers would pay the operator the
actual cost of the material and labor used to connect them to the system. This
includes the cost of the meter, which would be supplied by the operator. At the
operator's discretion, financing would be offered to cover the cost of these
connections in order to encourage customer growth. If the electricity or water
system is not near the customer, the operator could request the joint planning
committee to include the cost of extension in the capital expansion budget. If
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the Government does not accept, the customer would pay the cost of extending
the system. The operator and the Government would jointly determine the
building electrification standards that are required before connection can take
place.

4.16 Street Lighting. The Government would pay for the cost of installing
public street lighting and the operator would invoice the Government for the
estimated amount of electricity consumed each month.

Maintenance

4.17 Diesel Generators. The operator would be responsible for all
maintenance of diesel electric generators, with the exception of scheduled
major overhauls, which would be the responsibility of the Government. The
operator would perform routine maintenance including replacement of filters,
lubricating oil, treatment of cooling water, quality testing of lubricating
oil, cooling water and diesel fuel, replacement of consumable parts,
adjustments and repairs.

4.18 Major Breakdowns. The Government, as owner of the equipment, would be
responsible for all major repairs of diesel electric generators, unless it can
be shown that the breakdown is due to faulty operation or maintenance, in which
case the operator would be liable for repairs. Major repairs would include
items such as: replacement of v.rankshafts, camshafts, pistons, cylinder liners,
etc. The definition of a major repair would be replacement of items that are
not normally changed, according to the manufacturer, during the interval
between major overhauls. The operator would proceed immediately with repair and
subsequently charge actual incremental costs incurred to the Government.

4.19 Distribution transformers. The operator would be responsible for
maintaining distribution transformers in good condition and periodically
checking their maximum load. The operator would be responsible for changing of
fuses, bushings and insulating oil. The operator would be responsible for
maintaining sufficient transformers in stock to meet most emergency repairs. If
a distribution transformer is burnt-out beyond repair, the Government would pay
the operator the actual cost of the transformer used to replace it. However,
the labor and other costs involved would be covered by the operator. The
operator would advise the joint planning committee of transformers that are
overloaded and require replacement by a larger size.

4.20 Switchgear. The operator would be responsible for maintenance and
repair of all electrical switchgear. In the case of replacement required due to
fire or water damage not deemed to be the fault of the operator, the Government
would be responsible for the actual cost of the switchgear used to replace it,
not including labor and overheads.

4.21 Primary Voltage Disribution Circuits. The operator would be
responsible for the maintenance and repair of all primary-voltage distribution
circuits, including the cost of detection and repair of underground faults,
replacement of overhead conductor and poles, replacement of insulators, etc. In
the case of overloaded circuits, the operator would advise the planning
committee that replacement or reinforcement is required.
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4.22 Present Condition of Plarnt and Equipment. It would be the
responsibility of each bidder to inspect plant and equipment as to actual
condition. However, bid documentation would contain an independent valuation of
the condition of equipment, prepared as part of the valuation of fixed assets.

4.23 Of the four existing diesel electric generators in Bissau, two are
presently undergoing major overhaul (Units 5 & 6, see Table 2), and should be
in good condition at the beginning of the proposed contract. Unit number 7 was
recently acquired and is expected to have about 12,000 running hours on it by
the beginning of the contract. Thus, diesel-electric generation plant is
expected to be in reasonable condition. About half of the electricity
distribution network was installed in the last five years and is also expected
to be in reasonable condition.

4.24 Water Mains. The operator would be responsible for the maintenance
and repair of all water lines and valves used in the City of Bissau. The
operator would inform the joint planning committee of water mains that are too
small to handle load or that have high leakage rates.

4.25 Service Connections and Meters. The operator would be solely
responsible for the maintenance and repair of all water and electricity service
connections and meters.

C for Use of Government Owned Assets

4.26 The Government would assess a cha-ge included in the tariff to be
collected from all customers by the operator and forwarded directly to the
Government for the use of its assets. The charge is to contribute to the cost
of investments made by the Government in the power subsector.

4.27 The amount of this charge would be the same as for the recommended
partnership system, and for purposes of this report is assumed to be around
US$0.036/kWh. (see paras 3.22 to 3.25).

Fuel and Lubricants

4.28 Purchase from DICOL. The operator would normally acquire fuel and
lubricants necessary for operation of electricity generation plants from the
Government owned petroleum supplier, DICOL. The operator would pay for all such
fuel and lubricants in local currency within a period of thirty days. DICOL
would charge for fuel and lubricants at the price specified at the time of
signing the contract, or the revised price specified by the Government at the
time of annual tariff revision. At the conclusion of the contract the operator
will leave the Government with an inventory of seven days fuel.

4.29 Freedom to Import. The operator would also have the option of
importing fuel and lubricants directly from overseas suppliers under the same
conditions as DICOL. Normally this option would not be exercised. However, if
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DICOL was unable to maintain reliable supply of fuel and lubricants, or if
prices were excessively high, this option would enable the operator to offer
the lowest cost and most reliable electricity service.

Vehicles, Spare Parts and Tools

4.30 Spare Parts and Tools. The operator would be responsible for the
purchase and importation of all spare parts and tools necessary for the
operation and maintenance of the systems. At the conclusion of the contract,
the operator would be required to leave sufficient spare parts and tools in
stock to ensure the efficient operation of the systems for at least six months,
and their ownership would automatically revert to the Government.

4.31 Vehicles. The operator would purcbase and maintain all vehicles
necessary for the operation and maintenance of the system. At the conclusion of
the contract, the operator would be required to leave sufficient vehicles in
good condition with spare parts on hand to ensure the efficient operation of
the system for at least six months. It is estimated that at the beginning of
the contract the operator would purchase ten work vehicles, seven cars for
expatriate staff and operational work, and about US$180,000 of spare diesel
parts, distribution equipment and tools.

Customer Billing and Collection

4.32 The operator would invoice monthly all customers for services consumed
in accordance with the agreed upon tariffs, set through the bidding process
described in this report. The Government and operator would adhere to the same
conditions as those proposed for the recommended partnership system, and
described in paragraphs 3.27 to 3.32.

Water Pumping and Public Standpipes

4.33 Electricity for Water Pumping. The operator would supply electricity
to all water or sewage pumping or treatment stations operated by the Government
in the City of Bissau. The cost of this electricity would be included in the
tariff charged by the operator for water usage.

4.34 Water Pumping and Purification Stations. The Government would
continue to be responsible for installation, operation and maintenance of fresh
water pumping and purification stations. The water from these stations would be
supplied free of charge to the operator for distribution to customers. Should
the Government decide to operate these stations on a concession basis in the
future, the operator would be eligible to bid on the proposed contract.
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4.35 Public Stand Pipes. The operator would maintain public stand pipes
and not charge for their consumption. The Government would pay for the initial
installation of public stand pipes.

Income Taxes and Import Duties

4.36 Personal Income Taxes. For income tax purposes, the Government would
consider all expatriate staff directly involved in the management and operation
of the concession to be foreign technical assistance experts. These expatriates
will pay income taxes on the same basis as all other foreign experts working on
technical assistance projects. At present, there is no income tax assessed on
this classification.

4.37 However, if the operator engages in other activities in Guinea-Bissau,
the Government may impose a different income tax classification on the staff of
these activities. At present the maximum personal tax bracket in Guinea-Bissau
is taxed at a rate of 90%.

4.38 Corporate Income Taxes. The operator would pay income taxes on net
corporate taxable income in accordance with the rules and regulations in
effect. At present, the maximum corporate tax rate is 50% on annual profits of
over PG 50 million. There is also a 15% corporate complementary tax presently
in effect, however, the operator would be exempt from paying total income taxes
in excess of 50%, as described in the next paragraph.

4.39 Corporate Tax Ceiling. To avoid causing potential operators from
bidding an excessively high tariff, the Government would guarantee a corporate
income tax ceiling of 501 for the duration of the seven year contract. This
means that the Government and the operator would equally share the financial
rewards obtained from improved efficiencies. However, in the case of financial
losses due to the operation not meeting expectations, the operator would solely
incur the loss. The tax ceiling would only apply to income earned from the
proposed contract. If the operator engages in other business activities in
Guinea-Bissau, they will be subject to normal tax laws.

4.40 Import Duties - Personal Effects. As the Government would classify
expatriate staff as foreign technical assistance experts, the importation of
all vehicles and personal effects for their use would be exempt from import
taxes and duties. At the conclusion of the contract, all vehicles imported by
the operator would become the property of the Government.

4.41 Import Duties - Vehicles, Tools and Spare Parts. The Government would
classify the proposed concession operation as an official public service, thus
exempting the operator from paying import duties and tariffs on imported
vehicles, tools and spare parts. However, imports for other business ventures
that the operator may have in Guinea-Bissau would be subjected to normal
procedures. At present most private imports pay duties in the order of 15% to
40%.
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4.42 Dividend Taxes on Repatriation of Profits. There is presently a 10%
dividend tax payable on repatriation of amounts earned on invested capital. The
operator would pay this tax, however, the Government would guarantee that the
tax would not exceed ten percent during the life of the contract.

Initial Investment as a Performance Bond

4.43 As outlined in the previous chapter in Table 3, an initial investment
of about US$750,000 is required to establish the operation. This investment
would serve as a bond to guarantee the operator's performance and have
repayment conditions similar to those described in paragraph 3.40.

Staff and Training

4.44 The operator would have complete freedom, within the constraints of
national labor laws, to select staff and establish salary structures and
conditions of work. The operator would provide the training considered
necessary for staff to perform their functions.

4.45 Existing Staff. The operator would retain and pay all existing staff
of EAGB for a period of six months from the date of effectiveness of the
contract. After this period, staff could be retired or discharged upon giving
one months notice and payment of one months salary for every year of service up
to a maximum of twelve.

Tariffs and Mechanism for Adjustment

4.46 Prequalified potential operators, who have been determined to have
satisfactory experience and staff, would submit offers for the initial tariffs
to be charged for electricity and water along with the proposed formulas for
annual adjustment. The expected tariffs are the same as those outlined in the
previous chapter for the partnership system (see paragraphs 3.46 to 3.54). The
surcharge for the use of Government owned assets would be invoiced on top of
the electricity tariff and amounts collected for it be forwarded directly to
the Ministry of Finance.

4.47 Interested operators would also propose mechanisms or formulas for
tariff adjustment, which would probably be similar to those outlined in
paragraphs 3.55 to 3.60. The Government would then evaluate these proposals
using predetermined parameters. The competitive element in establishing
initial tariffs and the adjustment mechanism is expected to yield savings to
electricity and water consumers.
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V. P3_ROIC3-BA U TDD

5.1 Performance-based management, as defined in this report, involves
having a private organization, hereafter referred to as the "firm", which is
experienced in utility management, operation and maintenance, supply
specialists on a fixed-fee basis to manage EAGB. The Government will pay for
the professionals supplied at agreed upon rates and there will be financial
bonuses or penalties based upon performance. The Government retains control of
EAGB and continues to be responsibile for its financial situation.

Advantages

5.2 The principal advantage of performance-based operation is that the
Government remains in complete control of EAGB and uses financial incentives as
rewards to the firm for complying with its policies. Some other advantages are:

(a) the Government has the liberty of implementing tariff increases when
it wishes and not when contractually called for;

(b) there is no conflict of interests between the Government and the firm,
since the Government establishes objectives and offers financial
rewards for meeting them; and

(c) there is less risk that the foreign firm may make financial profits
which appear excessively high.

Disadvantages

5.3 Performance-based management does not appear to be as effective as
concession operation in establishing a solid base for the medium and long-term
operation of the subsectors. Its basic weakness is the nebulous division of
control and responsibility between the firm and the Government. Under
concession operation the operator is clearly responsible for the operation of
the utility. However, under performance-based management, there is a complex
set of contractual conditions defining the operational responsibilities of the
firm and the Government. Divided accountability between two parties is
generally considered a poor management practice.

5.4 The immediate objective of the proposed contract is to improve the
availability and quality of electricity supply to meet the development needs of
the country. Both the concession and performance-based alternatives will offer
financial incentives to do so. The incentive under the concession opiration is
automatically defined and paid, since by maximizing sales, revenue and profits
are automatically maximized. Under the performance-based contract, for example,
a financial bonus might be paid for every kWh produced above a certain amount.
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However, since the firm is not responsible for paying the expenses incurred in
increasing production, sales may surpass the point of optimal economic return.

5.5 The medium-term objective of the proposed contract is to establish a
solid and viable utility organization managed by nationals. Thus, the
performance-based contract must specify bonuses for replacing expatriates by
nationals. However, it is difficult to determine when the national is suitably
qualified for the position and the amount of bonus that should be paid to the
firm. Under the concession system this is left up to the profit maximization
incentive. Expatriates are considerably more expensive than nationals and the
operator will be financially encouraged to minimize their use.

5.6 Under the proposed concession contract, prequalified potential
operators will publicly bid on the initial tariff to be charged and the annual
adjustment formula to be used. The competitive element is expected to yield
savings to the Government. Under the performance-based contract, it is more
difficult to hold a competitive bidding process. Firms may bid on bonuses and
penalties to be paid, however subjective evaluation of the different
combinations of bids is required.

5.7 In summary, the performance-based management contract is difficult to
define and administer, and may lead to contractual disputes between the
Government and the firm.

Performance Criteria

5.8 Some of the most common performance criteria are listed below:

(a) net amount of electricity generation in kWh;

(b) replacement of expatriate managers or engineers by nationals;

(c) average fuel efficiency of diesel generation plants in kg/kWh;

(d) outages in hours per year on principal distribution circuits;

(e) amount of sales of electricity to customers in kWh;

(f) losses of electricity, expressed as the difference between net
generation and sales as a percentage of net generation;

(g) level of accounts receivable, expressed as days of current sales;

(h) man-days of class-room training received by employees; and

(i) amount of foreign exchange requirements for spare parts, tools and
vehicles.
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5.9 Through a public tender process, possible bidders would be invited to
submit documentation describing their experience and staff. Four or five of
these would then prequalify and be invited to submit bids fully outlining:

(a) the curricula vitae of expatriate staff to be supplied and the total
annual cost of each;

(b) bonuses and penaltifs to be paid for the above performance criteria;

(c) contractual obligations of the firm and the Government; and

(d) expected timetable for withdrawal of expatriate managers and
engineers.
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VI. NAYAAGENT ASSISTANCE CONTRACT

6.1 A management assistance contract is the most simple contract to define
and administer. Experienced utility organizations from abroad would be invited
to present offers for the supply of qualified personnel to manage, operate and
maintain EAGB. The personnel selected would work as regular employees of EAGB
and fall within its existing reporting structure.

6.2 A diagnostic study performed by EdF in 1987 11/, estimated that seven
foreign experts would be required for a period of at least four years. The
report also contained a recommended organizational structure that has one of
the expatriates acting as general manager of EAGB.

6.3 In effect, the expatriates would be employees of EAGB and they would
attempt to fulfill the required functions of their position. However, the
profit made by the foreign organization supplying the personnel is dependent on
the number of expatriates supplied and their duration in Bissau. Thus, the
training of national staff to replace the expatriates is financially
discouraged and the foreign organization is financially rewarded if it makes
itself and its staff indispensable.

6.4 Purthermore, extensions of the contract are dependent on the
operational state of EAGB. If EAGB is turned into an efficient organization
with a competent national staff, there will be no need of renewing the
contract. There is, therefore, certain encouragement for the foreign technical
assistance organization and its staff not to fix things up perfectly.

6.5 In a neighboring country, a management contract of this type was
signed with a respectable and efficient foreign electric utility to supply
qualified staff to assist manage and operate the electric power subsector.
This contract, which was financed through multilateral loans, has been in
effect for a number of years and has had minimal effect in improving the
general situation of the electric power subsector. This country is now
implementing a different type of arrangement for managing the water subsector
similar to the one prefered in this report, and investigating alternatives for
managing the power subsector.

1l/ op cit para 2.11
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Present Management

6.6 In March 1989, the Government of Guinea-Bissau agreed to a management
assistance arrangement, whereby the key positions of EAGB would be filled by
expatriates during the two-year period from June 1989 to May 1991. These key
positions include the Director-General of EAGB, the Finance Director, the Chief
of General Studies, and the Director of Electricity Production. The Government
of France is financing the first three of these positions on a grant basis for
a two year period, and three experts from EdF started in October 1989. UNDP is
providing the fourth expert, who started in November 1989.

6.7 It is intended that the expatriate Director-General should be
withdrawn after two years, and the remaining expatriates after four years. It
is expected that during the time the expatriates are in place, they will
establish proven operational procedures for EAGB and a solid organizational
structure. After their departure, even if the transfer of knowledge is not
perfect, these systems and structures should remain.

6.8 The chief argument against this arrangement centers on sustain-
ability. As discussed in preceding paragraphs, use of expatriates in these
positions does not necessarily ensure effective management after their
departure.

Institutional Framework

6.9 ESMAP agreed with the Government to support the selected management
assistance arrangement by preparing an institutional framework that ensures
effective utilization of the expatriate experts and maximum transfer of skills
to national staff. This involved revision of the statutes of EAGB, preparation
of a service contract, and preparation of service regulations. ESMAP completed
draft documentation, which is described below, in November 1989. In December
1989, at an energy sector donors conference held in Paris, this documentation
was finalized and agreed upon by the principal entities operating within the
sector:- the Ministry of Natural Resources and Industry, EAGB, UNDP, African
Development Bank, France, and ESNAP.

6.10 Statutes. Revised statutes for ZACB were agreed upon which make it
more autonomous from the central administration and give broader representation
on its board of directors. The composition of the new board will consist of
one representative appointed by each of;

(a) the Ministry of Natural Resources and Industry, MRNI;

(b) the Ministry of Economic Coordination (responsible for public
enterprises;
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(c) the Ministry of State Planning;

(d) the Chamber of Industry and Commerce (which is to be formed);

(e) the municipalities and communes;

(f) the employees of EAGB; and

(g) the director-general of EAGB (non-voting).

6.11 Responsibilities of the Board of Directors. The statutes give the
Board of Directors responsibility for approval of the annual operating budget,
approval of the capital investment program to be submitted to the State,
setting of tariffs (which under present laws does not require Government
ratification), approval of purchases and contracts over a specified amount,
approval of loans and credits (which must also be approved by the Government),
production of the annual report, and appointment of external auditors.

6.12 Contrat Programme. The "contrat programme" or service contract is a
document that outlines the responsibilities and accountabilities of EAGB vis a
vis the Government. Some of the principal areas covered are:

(a) principles for setting tariffs;

(b) performance targets for management of EAGB;

(c) establishing a monitoring committee for EAGB;

(d) accounting procedures to be used; and

(e) preparation of capital expansion program.

6.13 Tariffs. New Government policy requires EAGB to be financially self-
sustaining without direct or indirect subsidies. The Government, in
establishing this policy, recognized there are only 8,000 electricity and water
customers out of a population of one million, and that previous subsidies to
SACB in the form of repayment of loans and permitting non-payment for fuel, was
in effect a subsidy to an already privileged class. However, the Government
continues to support some cross subsidies from large consumers of electricity
to small consumers, so as not to cause them to abandon electricity service.

6.14 Cahier des Charges. The "cahier des charges" or service regulations
is a lcg document outlining the terms and conditions of service and the rights
of customers. It covers areas such as:- rights-of-way, expropriation, street
lighting, public standpipes, rights to services, technical requirements,
suspension of service for non-payment, metering, billing, deposits and new
service requests.
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Related ESMAP Reports

6.15 The institutional framework and the structure described in paragraphs
6.9 to 6.14 are fully outlined in the following ESMAP documents, which are
expected to be available (in French and Portuguese only) by mid-1990:

1. Statutes of the Public Enterprise, EAGB

2. Service Contract between the Government of Guinea-Bissau
and EAGB (Contrat Programme); and

3. Service Regulations governing the public enterprise, EAGB
(Cahier des Chrarges).



ENERGY SECTOR MANAGEMMET ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

Activities Completed

Country Project Date Number

ENERGY EFFICIENCY AND STRATEGY

Africa Regional Participants' Reports - Regional Power Seminar
on Reducing Electric System Losses in Africa 8/88 087/88

Bangladesh Power System Efficiency Study 2/85 031/85
Bolivia La Paz Private Power Technical Assistance 2/90 111/90
Botswana Pump Electrification Prefeasibility Study 1/86 047/86

Review of Electricity Service Connection Policy 7/87 071/87
Tuli Block Farms Electrification
Prefeasibility Study 7/87 072/87

Burkina Technical Assistance Program 3/86 052/86
Burundi Presentation of Energy Projects for the

Fourth Five-Year Plan (1983-1987) 5/85 036/85
Review of Petroleum Import and Distribution
Arrangements 1/84 012/84

Burundi/Rwanda/Zaire (EGL Report)
Evaluation de l'Energie des Pays des Grands Lacs 2/89 098/89

Congo Power Development Plan 2/90 106/90
Costa Rica Recommended Technical Assistance Projects 11/84 027/84
Ethiopia Power System Efficiency Study 10/85 045/85
The Gambia Petroleum Supply Management Assistance 4/85 035/85
Ghana Energy Rationalization in the Industrial

Sector of Ghana 6/88 084/88
Guinea- Recommended Technical Assistance
Bissau Projects in the Electric Power Sector 4/85 033/85

Management Options for the Electric Power
and Water Supply Subsectors 9/89 100/89

Indonesia Energy Efficiency Improvement in the Brick,
Tile and Lime Industries on Java 4/87 067/87

Power Generation Efficiency Study 2/86 050/86
Diesel Generation Efficiency Improvement Study 12/88 095/88

Jamaica Petroleum Procurement, Refining, and
Distribution 11/86 061/86

Kenya Power System Efficiency Report 3/84 014/84
Liberia Power System Efficiency Study 12/87 081/87

Recommended Technical Assistance Projects 6/85 038/85
Madagascar Power System Efficiency Study 12/87 075/87
Malaysia Sabah Power System Efficiency Study 3/87 068/87
Mauritius Power System Efficiency Study 5/87 070/87
Panama Power System Loss Reduction Study 6/83 004/83
Papua New Energy Sector Institutional Review: Proposals
Guinea for Strengthening the Department of

Minerals and Energy 10/84 023/84
Power Tariff Study 10/84 024/84

Senegal Assistance Given for Preparation of Documents
for Energy Sector Donors' Meeting 4/86 056/86

Seychelles Electric Power System Efficiency Study 8/84 021/84
Sri Lanka Power System Loss Reduction Study 7/83 007/83
Syria Electric Power Efficiency Study 9/88 089/88

Energy Efficiency in the Cement Industry 7/89 099/89



ENERCY SECTOR MANACGEENT ASSISTANCE PROCRA4

Activities Completed

Country Project Date Number

ENERGY EFFICIENCY AND STRATEGY (Continued)
Sudan Power System Efficiency Study 6/84 018/84

Management Assistance to the Ministry of
Energy and Mining 5/83 003/83

Togo Power System Efficiency Study 12/87 078/87
Uganda Energy Efficiency in Tobacco Curing Industry 2/86 049/86

Institutional Strengthening in the Energy Sector 1/85 029/85
Power System Efficiency Study 12/88 092/88

Zambia Energy Sector Institutional Review 11/86 060/86
Energy Sector Strategy 12/88 094/88
Power System Efficiency Study 12/88 093/88

Zimbabwe Petroleum Supply Management 2/90 109/90
Power Sector Management Assistance Projects
Background, Objectives, and Work Plan 4/85 034/85

Power System Loss Reduction Study 6/83 005/83

HOUSEHOLD, RURAL, AND RENEWABLE MENEGY
Burundi Peat Utilization Project 11/85 046/85

Improved Charcoal Cookstove Strategy 9/85 042/85
Cape Verde Household Energy Strategy Study 2/90 110/90
China Country-Level Rural Energy Assessments:

A Joint Study of ESMAP and Chinese Experts 5/89 101/89
Fuetwood Development Conservation Project 12/89 105/89

Costa Rica Forest Residues Utilization Study, Volumes I-II 2/90 108/90
C6te d'Ivoire Improved Biomass Urilization--Pilot Projects

Using Agro-Industrial Residues 4/87 069/87
Ethiopia Agricultural Residue Briquetting: Pilot Project 12/86 062/86

Bagasse Study 12/86 063/86
The Gambia Solar Water Heating Retrofit Project 2/85 030/85

Solar Photovoltaic Applications 3/85 032/85
Chana Sawmill Residues Utilization Study, Vol. I & tI 10/88 074/87
Global Proceedings of the ESMAP Eastern & Southern Africa

Household Energy Planning Seminar 6/88 085/88
India Opportunities for Commercialization of

Non-Conventional Energy Systems 11/88 091/88
Indonesia Household Energy Strategy Study 2/90 107/90
Jamaica FIDCO Sawmill Residues Utilization Study 9/88 088/88

Charcoal Production Project 9/88 090/88
Kenya Solar Water Heating Study 2/87 066/87

Urban Woodfuel Development 10/87 076/87
Malawi Technical Assistance to Improve the Efficiency

of Fuelwood Use in the Tobacco Industry 11/83 009/83
Mauritius Bagasse Power Potential 10/87 077/87
Niger Household Energy Conservation and Substitution 12/87 082/87

Improved Stoves Project 12/87 080/87
Pakistan Assessment of Photovoltaic Programs,

Applications and Markets 10/89 103/89
Peru Proposal for a Stove Dissemination Program

in the Sierra 2/87 064/87



ENERGY 5TOR KANAGMKBNT ASSISTANCE PROGRAM

Activities Completed

Couutu'7 ~Project Date Number

HOUSEHOLD. RURAL, AND RENEWABLE ENERGY (Continued)

RIvnda Improved Charcoal Cooketove Strategy 8/86 059/86
Improved Charcoal Production Techniques 2/87 065/87

Senegal Industrial Energy Conservation Project 6/85 037/85
Urban Household Energy Strategy 2/89 096/89

Sri Lanka Industrial Energy Conservationt Feasibility
Studies for Selected Industries 3/86 054/86

Sudan Wood Energy/Forestry Project 4/88 073/88
Tanzania Woodfuel/Forestry Project 8/88 086/88

Small-Holder Tobacco Curing Efficiency Project 5/89 102/89
Thailand Accelerated Dissemination of Improved Stoves

and Charcoal Kilns 9/87 079/87
Rural Energy Issues and Options 9/85 044/85
Northeast Region Village Forestry and Woodfuel
Pre-Investment Study 2/88 083/88

Togo Wood Recovery in the Nangbeto Lake 4/86 055/86
Uganda Puelwood/Forestry Feasibility Study 3/86 053/86

Energy Efficiency Improvement in the
Brick and Tile Industry 2/89 097/89
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